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The endangered WestIndianmanatee relies on a network ofwarm-water refugia along
the coastsof Florida andGeorgia to survive winter coldperiods. Most ofthe sites where
manatees aggregate during the wintermonthsare industrial thermaldischarges, primarilyfrom
powerplants, including somethat lie north ofthe species' historical winterrange. The
reliability ofthis refugenetwork maybe jeopardizedby future changes in the electric utility
industry, including the retirement or intermittentoperation of agingpowerplants.
Information on wintermovements of manatees and their patternsof use ofwarm-water
sources is valuable in developing management strategies and contingency plansto address this
complex problem. This report summarizes findings from a 12-year radio-telemetry study
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey on wintermovements, site fidelity, and use of warm-
water refugia by 71 manatees trackedalong the Atlantic coastbetweenthe Florida Keys and
Savannah, Georgia.
Mostmanateesalongthe Atlanticcoast migrated seasonally betweena northerlywarm
seasonrange and a southerly winterrange, primarily in response to seasonal changes in
temperature. All taggedmanatees north ofthe FloridaKeys were familiar with2 or more warm-
water refugia and used industrial eflluents in everywinter. Becauseoftheir long-distance
migrations, most individuals visitedrefugia that werespread acrossan extensive geographic
area. A varietyofevidence indicates that a large number of manatees rely on man-made sources
ofwarmwater north of their historical winter range, principally in Brevard County, rather than
migrating to southeastern Florida. These individuals maybe particularly vulnerable to
temporary disruption or elimination of industrial thermal discharges. Manatees exhibited strong
site fidelity to 1 or 2 primary warm-water refugiaby consistently returning to the same sites year
after year. The most frequently used sites were the Brevard Countyand Port Everglades power
plants.
Theprincipal environmental factor affectingthe frequency with whichmanatees used
warm-water refugia was ambientwater temperature. Manatees beganto use power plant
etlluents when water temperature fell below 22°C and use increased steadily with declining
temperature. Manatees usedwarm-water refugia primarily duringthe coldestwinter monthsof
December throughFebruary and, to a lesserextent, during November and March. Their use of
these siteswas highest in northeastern Floridaand Georgia and generally decreased to the south.
Somewarm-water aggregation sites possessed other features, suchfreshwater sourcesand areas
off-limits to watercraft, that may have also attractedmanatees.
Individual manatees appearto possess the potential to shift overwintering sites, within
the range oftheir experience, in response to changes in winterseverity or powerplant operation.
The demonstrated tenacity of individuals to favored sites, however, is likelyto result in their
returning to traditionally usedrefugia, even after the warm waterhas ceased. Movementof
manatees betweensites is also constrained by their capacity to survive exposure to cold water
temperatures while in transit. The manatee's vulnerability to changes in the availability of warm
watermeans that sufficient time must be plannedbetween the creationofalternative warm-
water refugia and the elimination ofexistingones.
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The WestIndian manatee's metabolic physiology constrains it to subtropical and tropical
regions. In waters of the United States, a manatee's ability to find reliablewarm-water refugia
during winter coldperiods is critical to its survival. This report documents how radio-tagged
manatees used a network of 14 industrial and 3 "natural" warm-water sites along the east coast
of Florida and Georgia duringwinter. Most industrial sites were powerplant discharges but also
included pulp mill effluents. TheU. S. Geological Survey's SireniaProject tracked 71 manatees
over 12 winter seasons (1986-1998) using field-based VHFradio-telemetry and Argos satellite-
basedtelemetry. Thirty-seven individuals weretracked over periodsofat least 100days
betweenNovember andMarchof a given winter, many for multipleyears. Presenceat a warm-
waterrefuge wasdefined as a location occurring within 200 m (for a VHF field observation) or
within 1 km (for a satellite-determined location) ofthe site.
The network of warm-water refugia alongthe Atlantic coast that individual manatees
utilized varied in extentfrom quite localized «10 km) to widespread (>500 km). All tagged
manatees north of the FloridaKeys werefamiliarwith multiple thermalrefugia (mean = 4.3, SD
= 1.9, maximum = 9 overtrackingperiod) and they used one or more industrial effluents in
everywinter. Most individuals (84%) were located at warm-water sites spread acrossan
extensive geographic area that included 2 or more defmed regions (Fig. 1),but none traveled
into the upper St. Johns River basin. Mostmanateesalong the Atlanticcoast migrated
seasonally over largegeographic areasbetweena northerlywarm season range and a southerly
winterrange,primarily in response to seasonal changes in temperature (Deutschet al. 2000a).
Therewas relatively little overlapin the refuge network used by seasonal migrants between(1)
the northand north-central (i.e.,Brevard County) regions, and (2) the north-central or south-
central and southregions. The seasonal movements ofthe latter groupprobablyrepresent the
traditional, historical patternofmigration. Half ofthe taggedmanatees that used winter
aggregation sites in Brevard County or in northeastern Floridaand Georgia did not travel south
of Brevard County during their tracking periods. These individuals maybe particularly
vulnerable to temporary disruption or elimination of industrial thermaldischarges.
Manatees exhibited strongsite fidelity to 1 or 2 primarywarm-water refugeareas across
multiple years. The mostfrequently usedsites were the BrevardCounty and Port Everglades
powerplants. The vastmajority of manatees consistently returnedto the same southernmost
warm-water destination year afteryear, if onlyfor a brief duration. Someindividuals showed
interannual variation in the relative proportion oftime spent at different warm-water sites within
their annual range. Thissuggests that,withincertain constraints, individual manatees possess
the behavioral plasticity to adjust theirwintermovement patterns in relation to variationin
winterseverityor effluent operation. Constraints include(1) a spatial component-the
geographic extent of an individual'sannual range and its familiarity with thermal refugiawithin
that range, and (2) a temporal component-the speed with which an individual can alter its
migratory or sheltering behavior, especially when faced with severecold.
Ambient watertemperature strongly affected the frequency with which manatees used
thermal refugia. Useof powerplanteffluents in BrevardCountyincreased as mean dailywater
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temperature declined below22°C. Most seasonal migrantsto southeastern Florida,however,
responded to lowtemperatures in Brevard County by migrating southrather than by moving to
the local power plants. Manatees overwintering in this regionwere locatedat the powerplants
on 84%ofdays when watertemperatures averaged <16°C. Manatees in northernBrevard
County were frequently exposed to watertemperatures that are knownto increase energetic
demands for maintaining corebodytemperature (66% ofwinterdays<20 °C) and even to
temperatures that canprove lethalover prolonged periods (21%ofwinterdays <16°C).
Seasonal andregional variation in warm-water use were largelyaccounted for by
variation in temperature regime. Manatees utilized thermal refugiaprimarily during the coldest
wintermonthsofDecember through February and, to a lesserextent,duringNovemberand
March. For all tagged manatees and regions pooled, 36% ofmanatee-days were spent at an
identified warm-water siteduringthose3 wintermonths. In general, manateeuse ofwarm-
waterrefugia increased with latitude, beinghighest in northeastern Floridaand Georgia(63% of
manatee-days). The majorexception to this pattern was the relatively high use ofcertain warm-
watersites in southeastern Florida, whichmayhave attractedmanatees for reasons in addition to
warm water, suchas access to freshwater sources and to restingareas undisturbed by watercraft.
The occurrence ofmid-winter migrations from the southernregionto centralFlorida during
periods ofmild weather mayalso havebeen a contributing factor.
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INTRODUCTION
The peculiar metabolic physiology of the WestIndianmanatee tTrichechus manatus),
including an extremely low metabolic rate and a highthermal conductance, limits its abilityto
thermoregulate in cold waters (Irvine 1983). Historically, this has restrictedthe extentofthe
manatee'swinterdistribution in the UnitedStatesto southern peninsularFlorida (Moore 1951a).
Anecdotal accounts ofmanateedeaths associated with winterfreezes have been reported for
areaswithintheir historical winterrange, including Sebastian River, Palm Beach, Charlotte
Harbor, and the Everglades (Bangs 1895, Cahn 1940, Moore 1951b, 1956). Over the past 50
years, however, the construction of electricpowergenerating plants and other industrial
facilities with warm-water outfalls has permittedmanatees along the Atlantic coast to extend
their winterrangenorthward as far as Jacksonville, Floridaand southeastern Georgia(Lefebvre
et al. 1989, Zoodsma 1991). In someexceptionally coldwinters, power plants in northeastern
Florida wereapparently unableto raise intakewater temperature sufficiently to maintain
adequate warmth for manatees, resulting in a highnumberofcold-relateddeaths, especially of
subadults (Campbell and Irvine 1981, Buergeltet al. 1984, O'Shea et al. 1985;see Ackerman et
al. 1995 for a reviewof"catastrophic" mortality events). Although the net effect ofthese
artificial warm-water refugiaon manatee population dynamics is unknown, they mayhave
contributed to population growth byproviding accessto morehabitat duringwinter and by
reducing the extentof cold-related mortality in mostwinters.
The future of manateesin Florida maybe jeopardized by changesin the electricutility
industry, as wellas other factors. Some agingpowerplantsmay be shut down and pending
deregulation of the electric utility industry mayeliminate or reduce the reliabilityofwarm-water
effluents that manatees dependon to survive wintercold periods(Rose 1997,U.S. Fishand
Wildlife Service 2000). Increased competition withinthe industry may generateeconomic
pressure to provide cheaperpower, whichmay lead to unpredictable operationofexistingpower
plants. The construction of "merchant" powerplants in Floridamay also reduce the need to
operate the older, less efficientplants that manatees utilize. Temporary disruptions in heated
effluents during winterhave caused changes in localmanatee distribution(Packardet al. 1989)
and have been implicated in elevated numbers of deaths from cold stress (Campbelland Irvine
1981, but see O'Shea et al. 1985). The complete elimination ofa warm-water refuge in
northeastern Floridathroughdiffusion of the heatedeffluent resulted in a shift in manatee
distribution withinthe area and in substantial mortality of manateesthat remained in the region
(Deutsch et al. 2000b).
The uncertain futureassociated with potential changes in the electricutility industry,
combined withthe manatee's vulnerability to alterations in the operationof industrial warm-
waterdischarges, haveheightened concernamong biologists, managers, environmental groups,
and the utility industry about howbest to manage the availability ofthese thermal sources. The
urgency in addressing this issue was highlighted by estimates ofFloridautility representatives at
an August 1999 workshop (U.S. Fishand Wildlife Service 2000) that major change in their
industry wouldlikelyoccur sometime withinthe next 5 years. The development ofeffective
solutions to this complexproblem is crucial to the recovery ofthis endangered species, because
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nearlyall manatees on the east coast(excluding those in the FloridaKeysand the upperSt.
JohnsRiver) utilizeindustrial sources ofwann water in winter. A catastrophiccold-related
mortality eventassociated with intermittent operationor shutdown ofa power plant effiuent is a
serious threat (Ackerman et al. 1995).
Numerous aerial survey studies have documented highwinter use of warm-water
aggregation sites by large numbers of manatees alongthe Atlanticcoast (e.g.,Reynolds and
Wilcox 1994, Garrottet al. 1994). To understand how manatees might respond to temporary or
permanent elimination ofa thermaleffluent, however, data are needed on the movements of
individuals in relation to their environment. Resightings of distinctively scarredmanatees
throughthe use of photo-identification techniques demonstrated that some manateesmigrate
seasonally alongthe Atlantic coast,moving southfor the winterand returning north for the
warm season(Shane 1983,Reid et aI. 1991). Reid et al. (1991)also obtainedsome evidencefor
interannual fidelity to specific warm-warm sites,as well as movements amongaggregation sites
withinand betweenwinters. This approach provided valuable but incomplete sketchesof
manateemovement patternsat the individual level,becauseof the opportunistic nature ofthe
methodology and long gaps between sightings.
The U.S. Geological Survey'sSireniaProjectundertook a radio-telemetry studystarting
in 1986 to gather information on the spatial ecology, migratory behavior, and habitat use of
manatees livingalongthe Atlanticcoast,including winter useofpower plant effluents and other
warm-water sources. Data from this studyhavebeen analyzed to estimate reproductive and
survival rates (O'Shea and Langtimm 1995, Reid et al. 1995), and to describeseasonal
movement patterns, migratorybehavior, and fidelity to seasonal ranges (Deutsch 1996,Deutsch
et al. 2000a), but no rigorous, quantitative analyses ofmanatee use ofwarm-water sourceshave
been completed. This telemetry study wasuniquein the wayin which it combinedthe strengths
provided by a long-term perspective on individual behaviorwith the fine temporal resolution of
within-winter movements.
Objectives
The purpose of this report is to provide government and electric utilityindustrymanagers
with an analysis and summaryofselected findings from a 12-year radio-telemetry studyon
wintermovements, site fidelity, and useof warm-water sources by Floridamanateesalongthe
Atlantic coast of the United States. Thefollowing questions are addressed:
1. Howhave manatees used the network ofwarm-water refugia along the Atlanticcoast of
Floridaand Georgia? Specifically, how manyrefugiadid individual manatees visit
withinone winter seasonandacross years, and across what geographic extent were they
familiar with the locations of warm-water sites?
2. Whatpatternsof interannual site fidelity did manatees showto warm-water refugia?
3. Whatenvironmental factors affected manateeuse ofwarm-water sources during winter? In
particular, how did the frequency with whichtaggedmanateesused thermal refugiavary
with season, with geographic region, and with ambienttemperature?
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STUDY AREA
These analyses assessed manateemovements amongand use of 17warm-water sources
alongthe east coastof Floridaand Georgia, including 14industrial thermaleffluents (9 power
plants, 4 pulp mills,and 1 gypsum plant) and 3 "natural" sites (springsand thermally buffered
waterways) (Fig. 1,Appendix A). Two sites in Jacksonville were adjacentto each other and
their use could not be differentiated by satellite telemetry data; therefore, these2 sites were
treatedas 1 site for the analyses. Bell (2000) reviews the characteristics of a numberof these
industrial thermal refugia. From north to south, the warm-water sites were:
1. Kemira gypsum plant, Savannah, GA (Fig. A-I).
2. Georgia-Pacific papermill (GP-BR), Brunswick, GA(Fig. A-2).
3. Gilman pulp mill, St. Marys, GA (Fig. A-3).
4. Jefferson-Smurfit pulpmill (formerly ContainerCorp. ofAmerica)(IS-FB), Fernandina
Beach, FL~ warm-water refuge eliminated in November 1997(Fig. A-4).
5. Jefferson-Smurfit pulp mill (formerly Alton PackingCorp.)(IS-IX), Jacksonville, FL;
adjacent to JEA-KN, so it is not considered a separate site for the analyses (Fig.A-5).
6. Jacksonville ElectricAuthority J. D. Kennedypowerplant (JEA-KN), Jacksonville, FL(Fig.
A-5).
7. Jacksonville ElectricAuthority Southside powerplant (JEA-SS), Jacksonville, FL(Fig. A-5).
8. BlueSpring, Deland, FL.
9. Orlando UtilitiesCommission IndianRiver powerplant (OUC-IR), Titusville, FL(Fig. A-6).
10. FloridaPowerandLightCapeCanaveralpowerplant (FPL-CC), Titusville, FL(Fig. A-6).
11. Northfork of the Sebastian River, Sebastian, FL(Fig. A-7).
12. VeroBeach municipal powerplant, Vero Beach,FL(Fig. A-8).
13. Ft.Pierce UtilitiesAuthority HenryD. King powerplant,Ft. Pierce, FL(Fig. A-9).
14. FloridaPowerand Light Rivierapower plant (FPL-RB), RivieraBeach, FL(Fig. A-tO).
15. FloridaPower andLight Port Everglades powerplant (FPL-PE), PortEverglades, FL (Fig.
A-II).
16. FloridaPowerand Light FortLauderdale powerplant (FPL-FL), FortLauderdale, FL (Fig.
A-II).
17. CoralGablesWaterway (CGW), Coral Gables, FL(Fig. A-12).
Temperature data, survey counts,and movements of manateesin relation to cold fronts
clearly indicate that manatees seekshelter from low ambient temperatures in several "natural"
warm-water refugiaalongFlorida's east coast, including Blue Spring, Sebastian River, and Coral
Gables Waterway. Blue Spring is a artesian springlocatedapproximately 240km upstream
from the mouth of the St. JohnsRiver that produces a largevolumeof constant temperature
water(22.5 °C) year-round (Hartman 1979,Bengtson 1981). Blue Spring run is the primary
winteraggregation site in the upper(southern)St. JohnsRiver,althoughseveral minor springs in
the region are occasionally usedby small numbers ofmanatees. Cold-induced aggregations of
manatees form in a dredged canaloff the north fork ofthe SebastianRiver, whichled to its
designation as a no motorboat sanctuary. This waterway is thermallybuffered by its depth and
so cools more slowly than the shallowwaters of the IndianRiver Lagoon (U.S. Geological
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Survey, unpubl. data). Coral GablesWaterwayis a dredgedsystemofresidential canalsthat is
thought to have artesian springsor seeps of constant-temperature ground water that attracts
manatees in cold weather (Kit Curtin and Kem Mayo, pers. comm.). Although there are no
obvious surface boils of water (KemMayo, pers. comm.), one can observe water trickling out of
the limestone rocks and down into the canal at low tide (Kit Curtin, pers. comm.). The mean±
SDwatertemperature in CGWduring winter was 23.5 ± 1.2 "C for one satellitetag in whichwe
independently calibratedsensor temperature; this excludes data from afternoonsatellitepasses
which can be up to 2 °C higher due to solar heating. The temperature was fairlyconstant,
generally between23 - 24°C, and averaged3 - 4 °C warmer (max. = 6°C) than Biscayne Bay,
suggesting the presenceofgroundwater inflow. Freshwater from a large stormwater outflowat
the end of RivieraDrive also attracted manatees.
Other"natural" winter aggregation sites werenot considered in these analyses, including
two in particularthat are worthyofmentionhere. LittleRiverin northernBiscayne Bay is used
regularly by manymanatees in the area (U.S. Geological Survey, unpubl. data), withhigh counts
ofabout 50 animalsduring winter (KemMayo, pers. comm.). However, LittleRiveris generally
onlyabout 1 °C warmer than bay waters, so manatees disperse to other sites, especially FPL-PE,
when watertemperatures drop below about 21°C (KitCurtin, pers. comm.). Another winter
aggregation site is the dredgedharbor at the HarborBranchOceanographic Institution, located
alongthe IndianRiver mid-way between VeroBeachand Ft. Pierce, whereup to about60
manatees have occasionally been counted (Steve McCulloch, pers. comm.). The tagged
manatees in this studydid not appear to use this site in cool temperatures, however, moving
instead to the Ft. Pierce or FPL-RB power plants uponthe arrival ofa cold front.
Fiveregions were defined for analysis: (1) north(N) region(Savannah, GAto Flagler
Beach, FL,includingthe lower St. Johns River), encompassing 7 industrial thermal effluents(6
sites); (2) north-central (NC) region (FlaglerBeach,FLto Melbourne, FL), including 2 power
plantdischarges along the IndianRiver in BrevardCounty; (3) south-central (SC)region
(Melbourne, FL to St. Lucie Inlet, FL), includingthe Sebastian River and 2 powerplant outfalls;
(4) south (S) region(St. Lucie Inlet, FLto southernBiscayne Bay), including 3 powerplant
discharges and CoralGablesWaterway; and (5) upper St. JohnsRiver basin (southofPalatka,
FL), including Blue Spring(Fig. 1). The latitudesof the regional boundaries were as follows:
Flagler Beach(29.496° N), Melbourne (28.070° N), S1. Lucie Inlet (27.138° N), southern
Biscayne Bay(25.387° N), and Palatka (29.649°N). The presumptive historical winterrangeof
the Florida manateewas south ofthe SebastianRiveron the Atlantic coast (Moore 1951a) and is
encompassed by the SC and S regions.
MEmODS
Radio-tag Deployment and Tracking
Seventy-one manateeswere radio-tagged and tracked over a 12-year period(8 May 1986
- 31 May1998)alongthe Atlantic coast ofthe UnitedStates. Taggingoccurredthroughout the
study area from the FloridaKeysto Brunswick, GA, broken downby regionas follows: 25
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(35%) in the N region; 31 (44%) in the NC region(i.e., Brevard County); 3 (4%) in the SC
region; 9 (13%)in the S region; and 3 (4%) in the upperFlorida Keys. No manatees weretagged
in the upperSt. JohnsRiver. Individuals born or raised in captivityand then radio-tagged upon
their release into the wild werenot included in this study.
Most tagged manatees (N = 54) weretracked remotelyby satellite usingthe Argos data
collection and location processing service (Fancy et al. 1988, Service Argos 1996). These
animals carriedtags containing a platform transmitter terminal (PTT)that sent UHF(ultra-high
frequency) signals to 2 near-polar-orbiting NOAA weather satellites. The manateePTTs were
programmed with a dutycycleto transmitduringthe peak periods of satelliteoverpasses in
Florida: 8 hr per dayover4 2-hrtime periods, providingan averageofnearly4 locations per day
(Deutsch et al. 20000). Seventeen manatees carried only the smallerVHF (veryhigh frequency)
radio-tags throughout their trackingbouts. Both tag types consistedofbuoyant cylindrical
housings that were attached via a flexible nylontether to a padded belt around the manatee's
peduncle. The tether (1.3 - 2.0 m in length) permittedthe tag to float at the surfaceand transmit
in air whilethe animal was submerged at depths ofup to 2 m. All manatees were located in the
field about 1 - 3 timesper weekby homingin on the VHFsignal using standard radio-tracking
equipment, in order to assessactivity, reproductive status, group size,and tag condition. Tag
detachments were common, often resulting in interruptions oftrackingbouts, but researchers
oftenretagged studyanimalswithoutrecapture by quietly snorkeling up to them and attaching a
newradio-tag and tetherto the belt (Reidet al. 1995). Methods of capture, tagging,and tracking
are described in Reid et al. (1995)and Deutschet al. (1998).
Each recordwas assigned a locationclass (LC)code by Argos that denotedthe relative
accuracy of the location. According to Service Argos(1996), 68% of locations should lie within
the following distances from the actual latitudeand longitudeofthe radio-tag: LC3, 150m;
LC2, 350 m; and LCl, 1000m. Locations withpoorer accuracy (> 1000 m) were assigned LCO
or, starting in June 1994, LCA or LCB. Fieldexperimentswith manateePITs have shown that
locational error,especially in longitude, is somewhat greater than expected(Deutschet al.
1997).
Water Temperature Recording
Ambient watertemperature was monitored continuously at sites in the Banana Creekand
the northern BananaRiver of BrevardCounty, Floridafrom February 1988 throughMay 1998.
The instruments (Tempmentor RTM 2000,RyanInstruments, Richmond, WA; Stowaway and
Tidbit, OnsetComputer Co., Pocasset, MA)were anchoredat a depthof approximately 1 m.
They storedelectronic records ofhourly temperatures over several months and were periodically
downloaded to computers. The manufacturer's stated accuracywas ± 0.2 °C.
Data Processing and Analysis
Database manipulation, statistical analyses, and preliminary datavisualization were
accomplished usingSAS for Windows. ArcView GIS softwarewas employed for spatial
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analyses of telemetry data in relation to locationsofwarm-water refugiaand temporal changes
in ambientwatertemperature.
Presenceat a warm-water refuge wasdefined as a VHFlocationoccurringwithin 200 m
or a PTT location (LCl, LC2,or LC3) occurringwithin 1 km of the discharge site. Maps ofeach
of the winterrefugia showthe polygonsused to determinemanateepresence (AppendixA). At
certainrefugia where the area ofwarm waterextended well beyond the immediatedischarge
sites(e.g.,FPL-PE, FPL-FL) or that were not point sources(e.g., CoralGables, SebastianRiver),
the polygons were larger in size than indicatedby the above distances (Appendix A). Most
polygons defined for analysis ofPTT locations included some areas of habitatoutside ofwarm-
waterinfluence; for example, the FPL-PE polygonincludedparts of the Intracoastal Waterway
(ICW) and of the ocean. Presenceat an identifiedindustrial thermal refuge did not necessarily
meanthat warmwaterwas being discharged at the time ofthe manatee's visit, because some
facilities operated intermittently in some winters or were subject to unanticipated shutdowns.
Known eliminations of warm-water refugia(JS-FB) and shifts in discharge sites (Gilman)have
beentaken intoaccount, however.
Threetagged manatees that exclusively used the upper FloridaKeys were excludedfrom
mostanalyses. The wintermovements ofthese individuals were restricted to a relatively small
area in upperKeyLargo. Manatees in this region frequently used deep residential canals that
apparently intersected the groundwater (Kit Curtin, pers. comm.). Thismayhave provided a
natural warm-water refuge during cool weather; a common aggregation area was located in
canals in the northeast comer of ButtonwoodSound(this study; Kit Curtin, pers. comm.). Our
dataon PTT temperatures showedno evidencefor higher temperatures at this site, but locational
imprecision madethis assessment inconclusive. Because ofthis uncertainty, manatees usingthis
region werenot included in analyses.
Number and Geographic Extent of Warm-water RefugiaUsed
For eachtagged manatee in each year between 1 November and 31 March, the following
calculations weremade: (a) total number of days tracked (i.e., carrying a functioning radio-tag);
(b) total numberofdays located(by Argosor in the field); and (c) numberofdays located at
each warm-water refuge (Appendix TablesB-1 and B-2). Thesevalues werethen summed
across winters to yieldcumulative numbersofdays tracked, dayslocated, and days at each
refuge over an individual's entire tracking period (TablesB-3 and B-4). The number ofrefugia
visited and the geographic extent ofan individual's use ofwarm-warm sites were also tabulated
for each winter(Table B-1)and cumulativelyover the entire tracking period(Table B-3).
Foranalyses of the number of warm-water refugiaand geographic regions used by
individuals, the datawerecensoredto excluderecords with insufficient data. The censor criteria
werechosenempirically from a visual examination ofthe data. The numberof refugia visited
per winter increased withtracking duration(betweenNov. - Mar.) up to about 100days (Figs. 2
and3). A similarpattern wasshown for the numberofgeographic regions in which manatees
visited warm-water sites. Subsequentanalyses of these variables wererestrictedto records in
which the manatee was trackedfor at least 100days, or about two-thirds of the 151-152 days
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between November andMarch. The number of warm-water refugiathat a manatee used over its
entiretrackingperiod, often includingmultiple winters, increasedwith cumulativetracking
duration to about 150days(Figs. 4 and 5); the numberofregions in which individuals sought
shelterat warm-water sites showeda similarpatternin relationto cumulative trackingduration.
Six individuals that weretracked >500 days (4 - 8 winters) visited, on average,considerably
morewarm-water sites,however(Fig. 5). Analyses of warm-water refuge use over an
individual'sentiretracking history were limited to manatees that were tracked for a cumulative
total ofat least 150days.
Differential Use ofWarm-water Refugia
The relative importance of different warm-water sources to taggedmanatees in this study
was investigated withthe aim ofdifferentiating between"primary"refugia that manatees relied
on duringcold periods versus "secondary" refugia that theyvisited onlybriefly. Sites that were
in close proximity to one anotherwere combined into "warm-water refugeareas" for these
analyses, as follows: the Gilmanand JS-FB pulpmills alongthe Florida-Georgia border; the 2
JEA powerplantsand the JS-JX pulp mill in the lower St. JohnsRiver; the 2 BrevardCounty
powerplants;and the 2 powerplants at Port Everglades and FortLauderdale (Fig. 1). Tagged
manatees havebeen locatedon the samedayat both sites in all ofthese refuge pairs exceptfor
the JEA sites, whichwererarelyused. Foreachmanateeand winter in which trackingduration
wasat least 100days between November andMarch, the numberofdays located at each warm-
waterrefugearea wasdetermined and expressed as a percentage ofthe total numberof days
locatedat all warm-water sites. This provided a measure of an individual's relativeallocation of
time amongthe various thermal refugeareas in each winter. A "primary" warm-water refuge
area was definedas a site that comprised ~33% of the days spent at all refugia by a given
individual in a givenwinter; "secondary" refuge areas wereused less often. The numberof
manatees that utilized each site as a primary or secondary refuge was tallied. In cases where an
individual's use of a sitewas categorized as primary in one winter and secondaryin another
winter, it was countedjust once as primary usefor this analysis.
Interannual Fidelity to Warm-water Refugia
The degree to whichindividuals showed site fidelity to warm-water refuge areas from
oneyear to the next wasexamined. Individuals were included in the analyses ifthey were
tracked for two or morewinters for at least50daysduring the 90-day period ofDecember
through February ofeach winter. For eachmanatee and wintermeetingthis criterion, the
number and percentage ofdays located at each warm-water refugearea (Nov.-Mar.) was
determined, as described in the sectionabove. Becauseit was common for manateesto briefly
stopat warm-water sitesduringtheir seasonal migrations, we focused the site fidelity analyses
on those refugiathat individuals used mostfrequently during the winter. The numberand
percentage of interannual comparisons (i.e., from one yearto the next year meetingcriteria) in
whichan individual used(a) all ofthe sameprimary refugia in both years, and (b) at least one of
the sameprimary refugia acrossyears,wascalculated.
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Freqyency ofUse ofWarm-water Refu~a
The frequency withwhichmanateesutilized warm-water sources was analyzedin
relationto season(i.e., month ofthe year), regionalongthe Atlantic coast(Fig. I), and ambient
water temperature. Only satellite-determined locations (LCI-3) were includedin these analyses
because field observations were collectedprimarily during daylight hours(Deutschet al. 1998)
and were likely to be biased toward use ofwinteraggregation sites. A manateewas considered
to have visited a warm-water site on a givenday ifat least 1 location on that day was withinthe
site's defined polygon, as described above. The percentage of days in whichmanateesvisited
thermal refugiawascalculated from the pooleddata across individuals, according to the
following categories: month (all regionscombined), region (Dec-Feb), month by region, and
ambientwater temperature. The mean dailywatertemperature in northern Brevard Countywas
calculatedfrom 24·hourly measurements per day (seeabove). The frequency ofuse ofthe 2
BrevardCountypowerplants in the NC region wascomputedfor I-oC categories ofambient
water temperatureoverthe monthsofNovember throughMarch.
RESULTS
Number of Warm-water Refugia Used
We radio-tracked 71 manatees alongthe east coast ofFlorida andGeorgiaduringwinter
months over the courseof this I2-year study. Thirty-seven radio-tagged manatees (69 manatee-
winters) met the criteria(seeMethods) for inclusion in analyses of single winter use ofthe
networkofwarm-water refugia along the Atlantic coast north ofthe FloridaKeys. They were
tracked for a mean ± SDof 135.8 ± 16.2days(range= 100- 152 days) and located on 111.6±
25.8 days (range=45 - 151 days)during the months ofNovember through March ofa given
year. The manateesuseda mean± SD of3.2 ± 1.4identifiedrefugia per winter, with most
individuals visitingan average of2 to 4 sites (Fig. 6). One individual (TPE-o1) used only 1
warm-water refuge in 2 winters, but she visitedan average of 1.8sitesper winter over 5 years.
Eight individuals visited 5 or more warm-water sites in at least 1 of the winters that they were
tracked. Adult female TNC-I3 visited 8 thermalrefugia-the highest numberby any manatee in
a singlewinter-during her southwardmigration from Savannah, GAto Port Everglades, Fl.;
this does not includeherbrief visit to the pulp mill in Fernandina Beach, whose warm-water
eflluent had been diffused about 1 month beforeher arrival. All tagged manateesnorth ofthe
FloridaKeys utilizedindustrial warm-water sites (mean± SD= 2.9± 1.3, range = 1 - 7) in each
winter that they were tracked.
Analyses ofmanatee use ofthe warm-water refugenetwork overtheir entire tracking
periodswere conducted for 32 tagged individuals that met the criteria(see Methods). They were
radio-tracked for a mean± SD of334.2 ± 239.1 days(range= 151 - 1047 days)and located on
281.4± 198.9days (range = 103 - 827 days) during the months ofNovember throughMarch
over periodscovering 1 to 8 winters. Themanatees visiteda mean± SDof4.3 ± 1.9refugia
overtheir trackinghistories, with most individuals using3 or 4 sites (Fig. 7). Many ofthese
animals(53%)visitedoneor both ofthe 2 "natural" warm-water sites includedin the analyses.
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Most of the individuals that migrated southofBrevard County for the winter (73%of22) used
the Sebastian River for brief periods.
Geographic Extent of Warm-water Refuge Use
Fora single winter season, manateesused thermal refugiathat were spreadover a mean±
SO of 1.9± 0.8 regions(range= 1 - 4, N =37). Most tagged individuals (51%)visited warm-
watersites in an averageof2 regions, but 30% ofindividuals restrictedtheir use ofthese refugia
to a single region(Fig. 8). Two long-distance migrants, whose annual rangeextendedover 500
km betweensoutheastern Floridaand northeastern Florida or furthernorth,used warm-water
sites in all 4 regions in a singlewinter.
Overtheir entire trackingperiods, individual manatees foundwarm-water refugia in a
mean± SD of2.2 ± 0.9 regions (range= 1 - 4, N = 32). Mosttaggedmanatees (84%) were
familiar with warm-water sites in multipleregions (Fig. 9). Of the 5 individuals that were
locatedat thermal refugia in only 1 region, 3 were seasonal migrants betweenthe N region in the
warmseason and the NC region(i.e., BrevardCounty) in the winter; the other 2 were year-round
residents withina region(1 in Brevard Countyand 1 in the Florida-Georgia borderarea). Three
ofthe 4 individuals that used warm-water sites in all 4 regions were long-distance seasonal
migrants alongthe Atlanticcoast ofFloridaand Georgia; the other animaltypically migrated
seasonally betweenthe NC and S regions, but also visited a powerplant in the lower St. Johns
River for 1 dayearly in 1 winter. Manatees visitingrefugia in 2 regions fell into 1 of2 distinct
groups: thoseusing the SC and S regions (N = 14),andthose usingthe N and NC regions (N =
4).
For manateesusingthermal refugiain a particular region, we asked whatpercentageof
theseanimals also used refugiain each ofthe other regions at anytime duringtheir winter
trackingperiods? About90% of taggedmanateesusing warm-water sites in the N region were
familiarwiththe BrevardCounty powerplants (i.e., north-central region), and nearly halfalso
usedrefugiafurther south(Fig. 10). Most manatees(59%) observed usingthe NC sites also
visitedindustrial warm-water eftluents in the N region, and almosthalf used thermal refugia to
the south. Ninety-five percentofmanatees located at warm-water sites in the SC region also
visitedsites in the S region, and the converse wasalsotrue (Fig. 10). For both regions,36% of
the individuals also visited the Brevard Countypowerplants and 23%usedsites in the N region.
Approximately one-quarter ofthe manatees that utilized the powerplants in BrevardCounty
werenot observed to visit warm-water sites outside of this regionduring their trackingperiods.
Although sample sizes are small, this appeared to differfrom the other3 regions, where 0 - 9 %
of individuals were restrictedto a singleregion(Fig. 10). Of23 manatees that used thermal
refugiain the S or SC regions, 61% did not use industrial warm-water eftluents in Brevard
County or furthernorth, even thoughmost ofthese individuals spent the warm season in Brevard
County. More importantly from a conservation standpoint, 50%ofthe manatees using warm-
water sites in the N or NC regions (N = 18)were neverobserved to travelsouthofBrevard
County.
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None ofthe 71 manatees tracked along the Atlantic coast during winter visitedBlue
Spring or traveled south ofPalatka, FLinto the upper St. Johns River basin. The 3 manatees
tracked in the upper Florida Keys during the 1993-94winter did not use industrialwarm-water
refugia and did not travel north of the Keys into BiscayneBay. One ofthese individuals (TFK-
03) had been photo-identified in BiscayneBay in three previouswinters, however,including 2
sightings in Coral Gables Waterway(U. S. Geological Survey, unpublisheddata).
Differential Use of Warm-water Refugia
The various thermal refugia along the Atlantic coast differed in their relative importance
to tagged manatees. The power plants in the Indian River ofBrevard Countyand at Port
Evergladesand Fort Lauderdale attracted the greatest numberofmanatees, approximately 80%
ofwhich relied on them as primary refuge areas (Fig. 11). All 24 manatees usingthe Brevard
Countypower plants visited both effluents, which were located about 3 km apart: 14 individuals
usedFPL-CC more often, 9 used OUC-IRmore often, and 1 spent the same numberofdays at
both plants. In contrast, use ofthe power plant discharge canals in the Port Everglades and Fort
Lauderdalerefuge area was not equal: all 17 individuals utilizedFPL-PE, but only5 visited
FPL-FL; 2 manatees spent slightlymore days at FPL-FL than at FPL-PE. The 4 warm-watersites
located between Brevard County and Port Everglades were also visited by a large number of
individuals, most (67-85%) ofwhich used them as secondary refugia (Fig. 11). The northerly
sites and CGW were used by relativelyfew tagged manatees. The Kemira gypsum plant, the GP-
BR paper mill, and the industrial facilities in the St. Johns River were minor sites that were
visited briefly, mostly at the start or end ofthe winter season(i.e., November and March). The
Gilman and JS-FB pulp mills, on the other hand, attracted a small number ofmanateesthat
relied on them for their primary sourceofwarmth through all or much ofthe winter(Fig. 11).
Other manatees that appeared to use these pulp mills as secondary refugia duringtheir northward
migration in March were not tallied because they did not meet the tracking durationcriterion
(see Methods).
Interannual Fidelity to Warm-water Refugia
Seventeenmanatees were tracked for 2 or more winters (maximum= 7) that met the
censor criteria (total n = 56 manatee-winters). Most tagged manatees were remarkably
consistent in their use of primary warm-water sites across years (Fig. 12). Someindividuals
returned to the same primary thermal refuge area year after year (e.g., Fig. 12A, B, H), while
others regularly returned to the same 2 such areas (e.g., Fig. 12C,D, G, I, K). In 20 (51%) of39
year-to-year comparisons, all primaryrefuge areas were shared from one year to the next. At
least 1 primary refuge area was sharedfrom one year to the next in 79% (31139) ofthe cases and
for 82% (14/17) of the individuals. Three ofthe 8 exceptions were generated by interannual
variation in primary warm-water refugeuse ofadult female TBC-03: Port Evergladespower
plant in 1987-88, Sebastian River in 1988-89, Brevard Countypower plants in 1990-91 and
1992-93, and Port Everglades in 1993-94 (Fig. 12E). Two other exceptions were from adult
male TFP-02: Vero Beach and RivieraBeach power plants in 1990-91, SebastianRiver in 1991-
92, and Riviera Beach in 1992-93 (Fig. 12L). Note that the relative symbol sizes in Figure 12 do
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not represent the number ofdaysat warm-waterrefugia, but rather the proportional allocation of
time among refugiawithina winter. During the 1990-91 winter, for example, individual TFP-02
was located at thermalrefugia on only4 days (2 at VB and 2 at FPL-RB, for 50%each, Fig.
12L), eventhoughhe was trackedthe entire winterand locatedon 142days between November
and March.
The southernmost warm-water refugethat a manatee visited was consistent across years
for 82% (14/17) of the individuals, includingall S ofthose tracked for at least 5 winters (Fig.
12). Thisheld true evenfor thosemanateesthat exhibitedinterannualvariation in the location
oftheir primary refuge areas; TBC-03, for example, utilizedthe Port Everglades power plant
eftluent8 wintersin a row,although the allocationoftime there relative to other refugiavaried
across years (Fig. 12E). The one individual that showeda major change in southerly winter
destination was adult female TNC-lO, a long-distance migrantthat spent the warm season in the
N andNC regions; shetraveled to Port Everglades in one year but overwintered in Brevard
County during the subsequent year(Fig. 12J).
Frequency of Warm-water Refuge Use: Seasonal and Regional Variation
Locational data wereobtained on 58 manatees trackedwith satellite-monitored PTTs
northof the FloridaKeys, yielding 21,475 manatee-days with locations (LCI-3) throughout the
year. Tagged manatee use of warm-water refugiaalongthe Atlantic coast showed a clear
seasonal pattern: increasing in November, peakingin the coldest monthsof Decemberthrough
February, and decreasing in March(Fig. 13). Manateesvisitedthermal refugiaon 36.2% of
5297manatee-days during the mainwinter period(Dec-Feb). Use ofthese sites was low during
the warm season(1.5 - 6.3%of manatee-days per month,April to October,Fig. 13).
The frequency withwhichtaggedmanateesused warm-waterrefugiavariedgreatly
among regions. Restricting the analyses to the winter months ofDecemberthrough February,
visitation of warm-water sources was highest in the N region(63.0%ofmanatee-days) and
declined to the south(33.3% and 22.3%for NC and SC regions, respectively), although use was
relatively high in southern Florida (39.6%)(Fig. 14). Theseregionaldifferences in warm-water
use werelargely maintained throughout the winter (Fig. 15). The SC regionexperienced the
lowestwinteruse of thermal refugia (Figs. 14 and 15),but it had the highestwarm seasonuse of
these sites(6.1 - 14.2%), mainly becausemanateescontinuedto visit the north fork ofthe
Sebastian River throughout the year.
Frequency of Warm-water Refuge Use: Variation in Relation to Temperature
Manatees' dailyuse of the BrevardCountypowerplant effiuents in the NC region
increased as ambientwatertemperature declined(Fig. 16), as expected. Manatee use ofthese
refugia startedto increase at temperatures below22°C (Fig. 16). Abouthalf of the manatees in
the NCregionvisitedthe powerplantswhen the water temperature was between 16.0-16.9 °C
and use reached 80.0% on the coldestdays «14°C). This relationship betweenrefugia use and
water temperature wascomplicated, however, by the different responses ofmanatees with
different migratory patterns to coolweather. Taggedmanatees that overwintered in the NC
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region, including 2 year-round residents and 12 seasonalmigrantsbetween the N and NC
regions, visitedthe powerplants muchmore often for a giventemperature than did manatees
that migrated south for the winter (Fig. 17A). Most individuals that overwinteredin the NC
regionoccupied the northernIndianRiver lagoonin the general vicinity ofthe powerplants,
whereas most migrants to southernFlorida occupiedthe BananaRiver and were neverobserved
to visit the BrevardCounty powerplants. Restrictingthe analysis to the 21 individuals knownto
be familiar withthese power plantselevated the frequency ofuse for the migrants to southern
Florida, but it still remained less than that of individuals overwintering in the NC region(Fig.
17B).
DISCUSSION
Use of the Network of Warm-water Refugia
Most WestIndianmanatees along the Atlantic coast of the United States undertake
seasonal migrations betweennortherly warm seasonand southerlywinter ranges, primarily in
response to seasonal changes in temperature (Reid et a1. 1991,Deutsch et al. 2000a). Their
principal winterdestinations duringcold weather center arounda network of industrial and
natural warm-water sites(Fig. 1). This radio-telemetry studydemonstratedthat all tagged
manatees northofthe FloridaKeyswere familiar with multiple thermal refugia (Fig. 7) and used
industrial effiuents in everywinter. The only individuals completelyindependentof industrial
sites occupied winterranges in KeyLargo (N =3 manatees in 1 winter). For most individuals
(84%), these refugiawerespreadacrossan extensive geographic area including2 or more
definedregions (Fig. 9). No taggedanimals traveled into the upper St. Johns River basin,
however. Given the manatee's long lifespan (Marmontel et al. 1996),wide-ranging movements
(Deutsch et al. 2000a), and relatively narrow band ofhabitat in the intracoastal waters, it seems
likelythat individuals were familiarwith most or all warm-water sites within their annual range.
The annual ranges of manatees alongthe Atlantic coast varygreatly, from year-round residents
whosemovements are restrictedto a particular region, to long-distance migrantsthat travel
several hundred km acrossall 4 coastal regions (Deutschet al. 2000a). Individuals with more
extensive ranges overthe annual cycle and, hence,havingexperiencewith a larger numberof
refugia, mayhave greaterflexibility in adaptingto changesin the locations and operationof
man-made warm-water sourcesthan those with more limited ranges.
There was little overlap in the network ofthermal refugiaused by two distinctgroupsof
seasonal migrants: (1) those migrating between the N and NC regions relied principally on the
Brevard County powerplants and somealso used northernsites; and (2) those migrating
between central (NC or SC) and S regions utilizeda varietyof warm-watersites, primarily in the
S region, but secondarily in the SCand NC regions. The seasonalmovements of the latter group
probably represent the traditionalpatternofmigrationthat existed historically, except for the
presence of large,cold-induced aggregations ofmanateesaround power plants. The entire year-
roundrangeof the formergroupwas north ofthe presumptive historical winter rangeofFlorida
manatees on the east coast. Half ofthe tagged manateesthat visited warm-waterrefugia in the N
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or NCregionswereneverobserved at refugiato the south or even to travelsouth ofBrevard
County during their tracking periods. Likewise, 24% ofover 200 distinctively scarredmanatees
known to have used the Brevard County powerplants during winter haveneverbeen sightedat a
thermal refugeto the south(Beck2000). Thus, both tracking and photo-identification studies
indicate that a largecomponent ofthe Atlantic coast populationdoes not migrate to the
historical winter range in southeastern Florida, but instead relies on man-made sourcesofwann
waterto sustainthem through cold periods in morenortherlyareas. Those individuals that
migrate seasonally between the N and NC regions, or that occupyyear-round rangeswithin 1of
these2 regions, are particularly vulnerable to disruption or termination of these thermal
discharges.
In the northern portionof the Florida manatee's range, cold wintertemperatures have
beena seriouscauseof mortality on an episodic basis. An average of 10%ofall deaths and 22%
ofwinter deaths in northeastern Florida, including Brevard County, were attributedto cold stress
during 1986 - 1992 (Ackerman et al. 1995). Exceptionally high cold-related mortalityin Florida
occurred during4 winters between1974 - 1992 (Campbelland Irvine 1981, O'Shea et al. 1985,
Ackerman et al. 1995). In all cases, the subadult size class sufferedthe greatestmortality. The
most severe cold-related mortality eventoccurred during the 1989-90 winter,when at least 61
manatees died ofcold stress, including 50 alongthe Atlantic coast; all but one ofthese 50
carcasses were recovered northofVero Beach(Ackerman et al. 1995). The 2 powerplants in
Brevard Countywereapparently unable to produce sufficientlywarm water to keep all manatees
usingthem alive; ambient watertemperatures droppedto lows ofabout 8 °C at the plant intakes
and4 °C elsewhere in the IndianRiverlagoon system. The OUC-IR plantessentiallyshut down
about 1 week after the arrival of the severe cold front, when intake temperature was still only
13.3 °C. A similareventtook place in January 1977, when intake water temperature at the FPL-
CC plant fell to 8 °Cand discharge temperatures were as low as 11 °C and 13 °C after 2 partial
shutdowns (i.e., only 1 generating unit was operating) (Campbelland Irvine 1981). Unusually
highwintermortality of tagged and untagged manatees in northeastern Floridaand Georgia,
presumably from coldstress, wasassociated with the eliminationofa regionally important
warm-water refuge created by the JS-FB pulpmill outfall (Deutsch et al. 2000b).
Differential Use of Warm-water Refugia
Most taggedmanatees (79%of 38) utilized the BrevardCountypowerplants, the FPL-PE
powerplant, or bothas primary warm-water refugiaduring winter. Thesesites have produced a
large volume ofheatedeftluent fairly consistently throughoutthe studyperiod. A majority
(55%) of individuals usedthe 4 intervening sitesbut mostly for briefperiods as secondary
refugia (Fig. 11). Sebastian Riverand the intracoastal waters betweenFt. Pierce and VeroBeach
havebeenidentifiedas important stopover sitesfor manatees duringtheir seasonal migrations
(Deutsch et al. 20000), which explains the presentfinding. The Ft. Pierceplant has operated
intermittently duringsomewinters of the study. The northern refugiawereused by relatively
fewtagged manatees; these siteswerelocatedin waters where the average winter temperature
waswell belowthe species' thennoneutral zone. The relative use ofthe different warm-water
sitesshouldbe interpreted cautiously because our tagged animalsdid not representa random
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sample ofthe Atlanticcoastpopulation. The general concordanceofthese results with those
from aerial surveycounts (Reynolds and Wilcox 1994, Ackerman 1995, Reynolds 1996)and
photo-identification sightings (Reidet a1. 1991, Beckand Reid 1995), however, provides some
assurance that the rankingof relative importance ofthe various warm-water refugia to Atlantic
coastmanatees was not biased muchby the distribution oftagging locations.
Interannual Fidelity to Warm-water Refugia
Manatees exhibited strong site fidelity to 1 or 2 primarywarm-water refuge areas across
multiple years (Fig. 12). Some individuals also showed consistency in their use ofsecondary
refugia from one year to the next; for example, TBC-24 was locatedin the SebastianRiver
sanctuary in 5 of6 years (Fig. 12C)and TBC-09 visitedthe VeroBeach powerplant in 6 of 8
years(Fig. 12A). Suchregular visits to these warm-water sites typically occurredas brief
migratory stopovers during seasonal and mid-winter migrations(Deutsch et a1. 2000a). The vast
majority ofmanateesconsistently returned to the same southernmost warm-water destination
year afteryear, ifonlyfor a briefduration(e.g.,Fig. 12E). Exceptionsto this generalization
(Fig. 12J, K, 0) included 1 long-distance migrant (TNC-IO) that shiftedoverwintering areas
fromPort Everglades to Brevard County. Giventhe wide interannual fluctuations in winter
aerialcountsofmanatees at the BrevardCountypowerplants (Reynolds and Wilcox 1994,
Ackerman and Reynolds 2000), I suspect that year-to-year shifts betweenNC and S regions may
be morecommon than indicated in this study. Yetmanytagged individuals did show
interannual variationin the relative allocation of time amongthe warm-water sites within their
annual range (e.g., Fig. 12E).
This variability suggests that individual manatees possess the behavioral plasticityto
adjusttheir winter movement patterns in relationto variation in winterseverityor effluent
operation across years. The degree to whichmanatees areable to respond adaptivelyto changes
in the availabilityof warmwateris subject, however, to a numberofconstraints. One obvious
constraint is the geographic extentof an individual's annual range and its familiarity with
thermal refugia withinthat range. Manatees that have no experience southofBrevard County
mightnot migrate southifthe 2 local powerplantswere retired. Theywouldprobably be even
less likelyto leave ifthe plantscontinued to generate warm water intermittently through the
winter, leavingthem susceptible to cold-related illness. Another important constraint is the
speedwith which an individual can alter its migratory or shelteringbehavior, especially when
facedwith severe cold. Ambient water temperatures in the shallowestuaries and lagoons of
northeast and centralFlorida can cool rapidlywiththe passageofmajorcold fronts: Banana
Creektemperatureduring the March 1993 "Stormofthe Century,"for example, dropped 10.2°C
in a 24-hrperiod! Familiarity with several siteswithinthe networkof warm-water refugia is
helpful only if the animal is able to survive exposure to cold temperatures while in transit
between sites. Relatively little is knownabout how long free-ranging manatees can tolerate low
temperatures and howthis varies with size and nutritional status. So while their experience with
multiple thermal refugia will helpmanatees survive future changes in the spatial and temporal
availability ofwarm water, it shouldnot generate complacency on the part ofmanagers. The
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threat of catastrophic mortalityassociatedwith the shutdownor intermittent operationof an
industrial thermaldischarge during a prolonged hard freeze is veryreal.
Long-term fidelity ofdistinctively scarred Florida manatees to winteraggregation sitesat
natural artesiansprings has been well-documented using photo-identification techniques (powell
and Waldron 1981,Powelland Rathbun 1984, Rathbunet al. 1990, 1995, O'Shea and Hartley
1995) and radio-telemetry (Bengtson 1981). Someindividuals havebeen resightedat thesesame
springs overa spanof at least 15 years (O'Shea and Hartley 1995, Rathbun et al. 1995). The
phenomenon of interannual fidelity to man-made warm-water sites was first noted in the early
1950's, whenMoore(1956) identifiedseveral manateesin more than 1 winter,and up to 5 years
apart, aggregating around the same industrial eflluent in the MiamiRiver. A long-term,
intensive photo-identification studyalongFlorida's east coast beganto reveal the complex
natureofmanateewintermovements and use of thermal refugia(Reidet al. 1991). Theauthors
found clear evidence for interannual site fidelity (i.e., at least 1 sighting in each of 2+years) to
all of the majorwinteraggregation areas, particularly FPL-PE, FPL-RB, and the Brevard County
powerplants. Unlikeour telemetryfindings, however, only 6% of237 catalogedand resighted
manatees were observed at more than 1 warm-water site within a winter(Reid et al. 1991).
Forty-one individuals (17%) in their studywereresightedat different aggregation sites in
different years, suggesting a possible shift in their overwintering area. Radio-telemetry research
has sincedemonstrated the dynamic nature of manateewintermovements along the Atlantic
coast(Deutsch et al. 2000a, this study), and indicates that interpretation of individual
movements and shifts in overwintering areasbasedon resighting data mustbe done with
caution. Deutschet al. (2000a) found stronginterannual fidelity to winterranges, irrespective of
warm-water refugia, based on cluster analyses of locationaldata fromthis long-term telemetry
study: the mediandistance between winter rangecenters (withinthe sameregion)from 1yearto
the nextwas3.4 km, and 76% ofthe individuals returnedto within 10km ofthe previous year's
range center. Most individuals tracked overmultipleyears remained faithful to the samewinter
ranges (Deutsch et al. 2000a), and this is reflectedin the high fidelity to specificwarm-water
aggregation sites demonstrated in this report.
Factors Affecting the Frequency of Warm-water Refuge Use
The principal environmental factor affecting the frequency withwhichmanatees used
thermal refugiawas ambientwater temperature (Fig. 16). Thiswas expectedbased on
knowledge ofthe species' metabolicphysiology (Irvine 1983) and of the well-documented
inverse relationship betweenwinter aerial countsat power plantsand ambienttemperature (Rose
and McCutcheon 1980, Packard and Mulholland 1983, Shane 1984, Garrott et al. 1994). The
meandailywater temperature at whichtaggedmanateesin Brevard County began to showa
behavioral response was 22°C: they rarelyvisitedthe powerplantsabove this threshold, and
their use of these sites increasedsteadilywith declines below 22 "C (Fig. 16). Manatees
initiated their southward autumn migration or initial moveto the localpowerplants in Brevard
County in response to cold fronts that dropped water temperature to an average of 19°C, but
there was considerable variationamongindividuals (Deutschet al. 2000a). The temperature
threshold of 22°C corresponds to the upper limit of response shown by some individuals that
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appeared to bemore sensitiveto cold. Theseresultsare concordantwithprevious studies which
found that manateesstart to arriveat warm-water refugia in autwnn or earlywinter when
ambientwater temperaturedrops to approximately 20-22 °C (Hartman 1979, Bengtson 1981,
Powell 1981,Powell and Waldron 1981, Shane 1984). The lowercritical limit (Tic) of the
thermoneutral zone for adultFloridamanatees was estimated to be about24°C by Irvine(1983),
but more extensivemeasurements by Worthy et al. (2000) placedthe Tic at 20°C, belowwhich
the animal's metabolicrate increases by 50-100%. Visits to warm-water sources allowmanatees
to reducecold-relatedenergetic demands in winterand to perfuseskintissuesfollowing periods
of peripheral vasoconstriction while in coolerwaters(Worthy et al. 2000). This is particularly
important in the northernportionofthe Florida manatee's range whereambientwater
temperatures frequently drop belowthe adult thermoneutral zone. In northern Brevard County
(Banana Creek and BananaRiver), for instance, the mean daily water temperature was <20°C
on an average of66.5% ofthe days betweenDecember and February (1988 - 1998,this study).
Watertemperaturesto the north are, of course, even cooler in winter (Irvine 1983,Deutschet al.
2000a). Powell and Waldron(1981) found that interannual variationin use ofBlue Spring by
resident manatees correlatedwith average watertemperatureofthe S1. JohnsRiver during
winter: individualsvisited the run on an average of30% ofdays in a mildwinter (mean
temperature = 19.4 °C), 44% ofdays in a coolerwinter (17.4 °C), and 74%of daysin the
exceptionally cold winter of 1976-77 (16.1 °C). The frequency ofuse for 2 ofthe 3 yearsat
Blue Springwas similar to that found for the NCregion in this study.
Anecdotalevidencefrom captivemanatees suggeststhat feeding maybecomeirregular at
watertemperaturesof 18-19 °C and mayceaseentirelyat or below 16°C (Moore 1951, citinga
letter from L. Leigh; Brownellet al. 1981, citinga statementmade by Jenkins at a workshop;
Campbell and Irvine 1981,citing a pers. comm. from C. Walker). Yet free-ranging manatees
havebeen observedto make feedingforays from warm-water aggregation sites into 15°C waters
(Hartman 1979,Bengtson 1981). In the present study, the mean dailywatertemperature in the
shallow waters ofBrevardCountydropped below 16°C on an average of21.2% of winterdays
(Dec.-Feb., 1988-1998); the lowest meantemperature recordedwas 6.3 °C duringthe hard freeze
of December 1989. Taggedmanateesin the NC regionvisited the Brevard County powerplants
on nearly halfof the dayswhen the meandailywater temperaturewas 16.0-16.9 °C (Fig. 16).
Poolingdata from manateesfollowing different seasonalmovement patterns, however, obscured
the actual relationship betweenrefuge use and ambienttemperature. Manatees overwintering in
the NC region visited the power plants on 69% and 84% ofdayswhenwatertemperatures
averaged 16.0-16.9 °C and <16°C, respectively; comparablefigures for manatees that
overwintered in the S regionwere 20%and 24%, respectively, while they residedin the NC
region(Fig. 17A). This low use ofthe Brevard Countypower plantsduring cold weather by
southerly migrants resultedfrom two main factors: (1) most (59%of22) of these migrants never
usedeither ofthe 2 local power plantsduring their tracking periods andmaynot evenhavebeen
familiar with them; and (2) most responded to decliningwater temperatures by migrating south
out of the NC regionrather than by moving to the local power plants, thus leavingthe most cold-
tolerantofmigrantsin the regionduringperiods of low temperatures. Deutschet al. (2000a)
found that the most cold-tolerant individuals remainedon their warmseasonrangeuntil the
watertemperaturedroppedto an average of 16°C. They hypothesized that manatees not seeking
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shelterat industrial sites whenwater temperatures became cool (16 - 20 °C) on their warm
seasonrangewere able to behaviorally thermoregulateby moving to warmer, deep-water
habitats (e.g.,dredgedbasins or canal systems)that cooledmore slowlythan the moreextensive
shallows.
Seasonal and regionalvariationin warm-wateruse were largelyaccountedfor by
variation in temperature regime. Manatees utilized thermalrefugiaprimarilyduringthe coldest
wintermonths of Decemberthrough Februaryand, to a lesserextent, duringthe transitional
months of Novemberand March (Fig. 13). The mean monthly ambient water temperature in
BrevardCounty duringthis studywas <20 °C only for the 3 winter months,but temperatures
oftendropped this low also during the 2 transitional months. The seasonalpatternof use of
warm-water sites by taggedmanatees was very similar to that found in aerial surveys of
manatees at powerplants alongthe Atlantic coast (Rose and McCutcheon 1980,Shane 1983).
Visitsto these sites duringthe warm season (April to October) were infrequent in all regions, but
one maywonderwhythere was any use at all when manatees were not thermallystressed.
Manatees may have visitedsomeof these sites during the warm seasonfor accessto freshwater
or to a protectedrestingarea (e.g., SebastianRiver); researchers have observedmanatees in the
intakecanalsofBrevardCounty power plants year-round, especially duringthe warmseason
(Rose and McCutcheon 1980, Shane 1981). Some "use" mayalso have represented animals
traveling by the sites«1 km) or may have been a consequence of Argos locational error
(Deutsch et al. 1997).
Latitudinal variationin averagewinter temperatures alongthe Atlanticcoast (see Fig. 4
in Irvine 1983) accounts for the generalpattern of increasing use of warm-water refugiawith
increasing latitude(Fig. 14and 15). The frequency with whichtagged manateesutilizedthermal
refugia in the SC regionwas particularly low, perhaps because most retreated to the FPL-RB
powerplantor other sites in the S regionduring very cold weather. In fact, only 1 tagged
individual (TBC-36, 1992-93) spentthe entire winter in the SC region; most overwintered in
eitherthe S or NC regions and a few remained in the N region(Deutschet al. 20000). The
majorexception to the patternof increasingrefuge use with latitudewas the relatively high use
of warm-water sites in the S region(Fig. 14). One behavioral characteristic that undoubtedly
contributed to this anomaly was the occurrence ofmid-winter migrations from the S regionto
the SC andNC regions duringperiodsofmild weather, followed by return movement to the S
regionuponthe passage of the next major cold front (Deutsch et al. 20000). Consequently, the
percentage ofdaysat thermalrefugiawas elevated in the S regionand lower in the SC and NC
regions. Manateesmayhavealso utilized certain southern refugia-particularly the Port
Everglades powerplant's eftluentcanal and Coral Gables Waterway-for reasonsin additionto
warmwater, such as access to freshwater sources and undisturbed restingareas. Sinceboaters
wereprohibited from portions of these waterwaysduringwinter, manateeswere able to rest,
nursetheir young, and socialize with conspecifics free of disturbance from watercraft.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS OF TELEMETRY DATA
Radio-telemetry is the principal means by which we can investigate detailed movements
of manatees withina winter in relation to the distributionof warm-water sources, ambient water
temperatures, and other environmental variables. The long-term Atlantic telemetry databases
storea wealthof informationthat is available from no other source. With the exceptionofthe
use-temperature relationship for the Brevard Countypower plants (Fig. 16 and 17),analyses
conducted to date have focusedon manatee utilization of the networkofwarm-waterrefugia
overbroadspatial (e.g., regional)and temporal (e.g., seasonal) scales. The following analyses of
the existing databases need to be carried out for a full understanding ofhow environmental
factors affect manatee use ofwarm-watersourcesduring winter: (1) The relationshipbetween
manatee use of thermal refugia and ambient water temperature needs to be quantified for each of
the other regions, and the effects ofpreviousdays' temperatures should be statisticallyanalyzed.
Geographic or site-specificdifferences in this relationshipmayyield insights into the effectsof
othercontributing environmental variables. (2) The temperature, volume, and operating
schedule of industrial discharges clearly affect the attractiveness ofa warm-watersite to
manatees, but the relationshipshave not been characterized. Fora given ambient temperature
range, is manatee use positively correlated with dischargetemperature above a certainthreshold
(e.g., 20°C)? Archiveddata on intake and dischargewater temperatures (minimumand
maximum each day) and operatinghours (total per day) for FPLpower plants are available,
albeit incomplete. (3) Manatees have been found to exhibit a diel pattern of use ofwarm-water
springs and othernatural aggregation sites in winter (Bengtson 1981, Rathbun et al. 1990,
Deutsch et al. 1998). If the same holds true for manatee use of industrialthermal eftluents, it
has important implications for the interpretationof aerial survey counts at power plants.
Preliminary examination oftelemetrydata in the IndianRiverofBrevard County suggests that
manatees showa diel pattern ofpower plant utilizationat cool ambient temperatures (16-20 °C),
withhighestuse in the afternoonand least at night (Deutsch 2000). Less frequent operation of
the utilityat nightmay account for this pattern,but it has not been investigated. Lower manatee
counts at the BrevardCountypower plants in the early morning relative to the late morning have
beenattributed to poorer visibilityconditionsand manateerestingbehavior (Reynolds and
Wilcox 1994), but diel variation in manatee movements mayalso contribute to the observed
difference. The Sirenia Project tracked severalfocal individuals for 36-hr periods throughout
the winterof 1987-88 with VHFtelemetry, but these data werenot incorporated into the main
VHF telemetry database. Quantitativeanalysis ofthis specialized VHF database, in addition to
the largeArgos telemetry database accumulatedover 12years, would shed light on the diel
patternofwarm-water use in Brevard County. Similaranalyses should be conductedat other
majorwinteraggregation areas, such as Port Evergladespowerplant. (4) Manatees behave as
central-place foragerswhen the ambient water temperature is generally <20 °C~ they make
feeding forays out from a warm-waterrefuge and then return. An analysis ofthe maximum
distance that individuals move away from a refuge in relationto temperature wouldcomplement
the aboveanalyses ofenvironmental factors affectingpresence/absence at refugia.
The frequency with which tagged manateesvisitedwarm-water refugia appeared to vary
among individuals, althoughvariationamongyears and among regions in temperatureregime
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maybe confounded with inter-individual variation. If samplesizes are sufficient, it would prove
useful to examine whether this variation is related to individual attributes, such as sex,body size,
or reproductive status. Someindividuals werenearly independent of industrial thermal sources
in someyears: adult male TFP-02, for example, spentonly4 daysat warm-water refugia in
1990-91 eventhoughhe was tracked for the entire winterand located on 142daysbetween
November andMarch,mostly in the SC regionbetweenJupiter and Ft. Pierce. Likewise, some
manatees that primarily occupied the BananaRiver in Brevard Countysurvived cool
temperatures withoutresorting to industrial warm-water effiuents, at the sametime that many
manatees in the IndianRivervisited the powerplant (Fig. 17). A more detailedanalysis of the
movements and habitat selection of taggedindividuals that did not always use power plants in
response to cold may revealalternative strategies for survival and may pointto management
actions that could potentially reduce manateedependence on industrial thermal effiuents. This
type of investigation wouldalsobe valuable to managers challengedwith developing a network
ofnon-industry-based winterrefugia-an alternative that is being studiedby some manatee
researchers (Reynolds 2000)andsupported by the Florida Power and LightCompany.
Thisreport provides a summary of interannual site fidelity to warm-water refugiabut
doesnot quantify the degree to which manatees showed fidelityto particular sites within a
winter season. That is, did individuals exhibita preference for just 1 or 2 warm-water sources
withina winter, or did they spend similaramounts of time at multiple sites? Did manatees that
usedmultiplerefugiafrequently move back and forth among them withina winter? Ifso, this
mayindicate that animalscontinue to assess the relative qualityofthe different sites. Some
manatees trackedovermultiple winters variedin the relative proportion of time spent in
different regions and at different refugia. Can environmental correlates,suchas winter severity
or powerplantoperation, be identified that mightaccountfor such temporal variation? For
example, mild temperatures in the winterof 1988-89 apparently led to a number oftagged
manatees spending considerable time in the SebastianRiver. How did the migratory and
sheltering behaviorof these manatees differfrom other winters?
Manyother questions regarding manatee use of warm-water refugia couldbe posed.
Howmanatees respondto disruptions in industrial thermal effiuents is a critical issue. A review
of the powerplant temperature databases mayprovidespecific instances of suchdisruptions, and
these couldbe used to selectspecific areas and time periods for closer scrutiny of available data
on movements oftagged individuals. The Atlanticcoasttelemetrydatabases representa virtual
goldmine of information awaiting the posingof innovative questions. It is my viewthat the
application of rigorous analyses to this uniquelong-term data set will continue to enhanceour
understanding ofmanateebehavioral ecology and shedlighton crucialmanagement problems.
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Figure 1. Locations ofwarm-waterrefugia alongthe east coast ofFloridaand Georgia.
Boundaries of the 5 regions defined for analysis are also shown. Abbreviations are as
follows: CGW= Coral Gables Waterway; FPL-CC = FloridaPower and LightCanaveral
powerplant;FPL-FL = FloridaPower and Light FortLauderdale power plant;FPL-PE =
FloridaPowerand LightPort Everglades power plant; FPL-RB = Florida PowerandLight
RivieraBeachpower plant; GP-BR = GeorgiaPacific pulp mill in Brunswick,GA; JEA =
Jacksonville Electric AuthorityKennedy and Southside powerplants; JS-FB = Jefferson-
SmurfitCorp. pulp mill in Fernandina Beach, FL;JS-JX =Jefferson-Smurfit Corp. pulp
mill in Jacksonville; Kemira = Kemiragypsumplant; OUC-IR = Orlando Utilities












Figure2. The number of warm-water refugia used by 68 taggedmanatees in a winter versus
trackingduration between 1November and 31 March alongthe Atlantic coast ofFlorida
and Georgia. Data from a total of 152 manatee-winters are plotted, so some individuals
are represented by multiplepoints. The dashedline depicts the criterion (100 days
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Figure3. The mean numberofwann-water refugiausedby taggedmanatees in a winter as a
function of trackingduration between 1 November and 31 March alongthe Atlantic coast
ofFloridaand Georgia. Standard error bars and samplesizes(i.e.,no. ofmanatees) are
shown. Individuals were represented onlyonce(as a mean)withina trackingduration
category, but maybe included in multiple categories. A minimum of 100days tracked
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Figure 4. The numberof warm-water refugiausedby 68 tagged manatees overtheir entire
tracking periodsversus cumulative trackingduration between 1November and 31 March
alongthe Atlantic coastof Floridaand Georgia. The dashed line depicts the criterion
(150daystracked) used for censoringdata prior to analysesof the number ofrefugia
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Figure5. The meannumber of warm-water refugia usedby 68 taggedmanatees over their entire
trackingperiods as a function of cumulative trackingdurationbetween 1 November and
31 Marchalong the Atlantic coast of Floridaand Georgia. Standarderror bars and
sample sizes(i.e., no. of manatees) are shown. Individuals were represented onlyonce
withina tracking durationcategory. A minimumof 150days tracked waschosenas the
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Figure6. Frequency distribution of the meannumber ofwann-water refugia used per winter(1
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Figure 7. Frequency distribution of the total number ofwarm-water refugia used by 32 tagged
manatees along the Atlantic coast ofFlorida and Georgia during the winter (1 November
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Figure 8. Frequency distribution ofthe mean number of regions (see Fig. 1) per winter (1
November - 31 March) in which warm-water refugia were used by 37 tagged manatees


















Mean No. of Regions per Winter
where Thermal Refugia were Used
Figure 9. Frequency distribution ofthe total number of regions (see Fig. 1) in which 32 tagged
manatees used warm-water refugia at some time during their entire winter tracking
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Figure 10. Percentages oftaggedmanateesusing warm-water refugiain a given regionthat also
usedrefugia in each ofthe other regions. Total sample size is 32 manatees,but
individuals using more than 1 regionare includedin morethan 1 plot.
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Figure 11. Numberof tagged manatees (total N = 38) usingeach of the warm-water refuge areas
along the Atlantic coastof Floridaand Georgiain winter (1 November - 31 March),
broken downbyuse as a primaryor a secondary refuge. A primaryrefugewas visited by
an individual on at least 33% of its total days at warm-water sites withinany given
winter. Of the manatees that visited each site, the percentagethat used the site as a
primary refuge is shown at the ends ofthe bars. Distances betweensites on the y-axis are
not to scale (seeFig. 1). Regionaldesignations are denoted by the dashedlines.
Abbreviations are as follows: BC =2 BrevardCountypower plants;BRUN= Georgia-
Pacific pulp mill in Brunswick, GA; CGW= CoralGables Waterway; GIL-FB = Gilman
PaperCo. pulp mill in St.Marys,GA and Jefferson-Smurfit Corp. pulp mill in
Fernandina Beach,FL;FtP=HenryD. KingMunicipal power plant in Ft. Pierce, FL;
KEM =Kemira gypsum plant; N = north region; NC = north-central region; PE-FL=
Florida Powerand Light power plants at Port Everglades and Fort Lauderdale; RB =
Florida Powerand LightRivieraBeach powerplant; S = south region; SC=south-central
region; SEB=north forkof SebastianRiver; SJR=2 Jacksonville ElectricAuthority
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Figure 12. Use ofwann-water refuge areas across winters (1 November - 31 March) by 17
taggedmanateesalongthe Atlanticcoast of Floridaand Georgia. The relative area of
each circle represents the percentage ofdaysat that refuge out ofthe total number of
days located at warm-water sites during that winter(n, given belowthe year); a large,
singlecircle equals 100% (e.g.,H) and the smallest circlesare <5%. A cross denotes
presenceat a refugein years not meetingcriteria(see Methods). Distances between sites
on the y-axisare not to scale(see Fig. 1). Years refer to January ofthat winter (e.g., 90 =
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Figure 13. Seasonal variation in the frequency ofmanatee use (i.e.• percentage ofpooled
manatee-days) of industrial and "natural" warm-water refugia along the Atlantic coast of
Florida and Georgia. Total sample size is 58 manatees with satellite-monitored tags;
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Figure 14. Regional variationin the frequency ofmanateeuse (i.e., percentageof pooled
manatee-days) of industrial and "natural" warm-water refugiaduring winter (Dec - Feb)
along the Atlantic coastofFloridaandGeorgia. Numbers along bars refer to the number
ofmanatees trackedby satellite in each regionduringwinter(total N = 48 individuals).
The numbers ofmanatee-days were392, 1569, 1066, and 2299 for the N, NC, SC, and S
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Figure 15. Seasonal variation in the frequency ofmanatee use (i.e., percentage ofpooled
manatee-days) ofwann-water refugiaby regionof the Atlantic coastofFloridaand
Georgia (see Fig. 1). Total sample size is 53 manatees withsatellite-monitored tags; N
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Figure 16. Taggedmanatee use of industrial warm-water refugia in the north-central region
duringthe months of November throughMarch in relation to meandailywater
temperature in northern BrevardCounty, FL. Total sample size is 34 manatees with
satellite-monitored tags, amounting to 3263 manatee-days from 1988- 1998.
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Figure 17. Tagged manatee use of industrial warm-water refugiain the north-central region
duringthe months ofNovember through March (1988 - 1998)in relation to mean daily
water temperature in northern Brevard County, FLand brokendownby an individual's
overwintering region. (A)For 34 manatees located via satellitetelemetry in the NC
regionduring the winter, including 22 that migratedto the S or SC regions. (B) For21
manatees located via satellitetelemetry in the NC region duringthe winter, as in (A) but
only including individuals that used the BrevardCounty powerplants at some time
duringtheirwinter trackingperiods. Note that 2 individuals are included in both
overwintering regioncategories because they changedmigratory patterns acrossyears.
Temperature categories are interpreted as follows: 15°C = 15.0 - 15.9"C.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A. Mapsof eachofthe 16 warm-water sites used by radio-tagged manatees in this
study,showing the polygons usedto determine manateepresence based on VHF
telemetry data (smaller, hatched polygons) and on PIT telemetry data (larger,open
circles or polygons). Telemetry locations of tagged manatees during themonths of
November through March are alsoshown. All maps are plotted to the samescale (except
Fig. A-I]) in the NAD-83 datum andUTM zone]7Nprojection. SeeFigure ] for
geographic reference.
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Figure A-I. Site of the Kemira gypsum plant's warm-water discharge pipe along the Savannah
River, Savannah, GA, showingArgos locations (LC2 and LC3,~) of 1 tagged manatee in
winter 1997-98. Thedischarge site wasfirst locatedon an aerial photographic image
obtained fromthe Microsoft TerraServer web site; coordinates (Y = 3549835, X =
497435) werethen determined from a USGS quadrangle map. Although the site plots
over 100m inlandon the NOAAsoutheastern statesshoreline coverage (scale « 1:70,000
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Figure A-2. Siteofthe Georgia-Pacific Company pulp mill's warm-water discharge canalalong
the TurtleRiver, Brunswick, GA, showing visualobservations (+) and Argoslocations
(LC3, A) oftagged manatees. In recentyears this planthas diffused its effluent during
the warm season and shiftedto directdischarge into a narrowcanal startingaround the
first ofJanuary(BarbaraZoodsma, pers. comm.), The discharge site was located on an
aerial photographic imageobtained fromthe Microsoft TerraServer web site; coordinates
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Figure A-3. Siteof the Gilman Paper Company's warm-water discharges alongthe NorthRiver,
St. Mary's, GA, showing visualobservations (+) and Argoslocations (LC3,~) oftagged
manatees. The discharge was shifted from the original northerlysite (Y = 3401829, X =
448410) to a more southerly site (Y = 3400894,X =448376) in December 1990, after the
completion of the so-called "manatee corral" where manatees were able to accessa
partially enclosed basinof warmwater. Due to sedimentation and other problems, the
outfallwas shifted againto a site immediately adjacentto the southerly site. Coordinates




Figure A-4. Site of the Jefferson-Smurfit pulp mill's warm-water discharge along the Amelia
River, Fernandina Beach, FL, showing visual observations (+) and Argos locations (LC3,
A) oftagged manatees. Coordinates (Y = 3394762, X = 456128) were determined from
examination ofOOQQs at 3-m resolution. The eftluent was diffused in November 1997
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Figure A-5.Locations of3 industrial warm-water effluents along the lower St. JohnsRiver,
Jacksonville, FL, showing visual observations (+) and Argoslocations (LC2 and LC3,.6..)
of tagged manatees. The Jefferson-Smurfit plant (formerlyAltonPackingCorp.)(JS-JX)
discharged warmwater from a pipe (Y = 3359712, X = 439869) that attractedmanatees
early in the studyuntil at least the 1989-90 winter; sometime laterthe effluentwas
diffused, eliminating this site as a manatee warm-water refuge(J. Valade, pers. comm.).
Sharinga commonproperty boundary withJS-JXis the Jacksonville ElectricAuthority's
KennedyGenerating Station(Y = 3359361, X = 440137),whichproduced a minor,
intermittentsourceof warmwater duringthis study. Jacksonville ElectricAuthority's
Southside Generating Stationhas a discharge canal (pipe coordinates at west end: Y =
3354097, X = 437711)that manateescouldenter at high tide; otherwise they aggregated
near the mouthof the canal at the east end (Y = 3354022,X =437879). Sitecoordinates
were determined fromexaminationofDOQQs at 3-m resolution withthe aid of facility
site maps.
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Figure A-6. Locations of 2 power plant warm-water effluents alongthe northernIndian River,
Titusville, FL, showingvisual observations (+) and Argos locations (LC3, A) of tagged
manatees. The Orlando UtilitiesCommission's IndianRiverpower plant (OUC-IR)
discharged warm water into a canal (Y = 3151950, X = 521722) and the FloridaPower
andLight's Canaveral powerplant (FPL-CC) discharged at 2 sites (approximate
coordinates for Unit 2 wheremost manateesaggregated: Y = 3149326, X = 523150).
The largevolumesof heated water and the breakwaters bounding the sites to the south
resulted in extensivethermal plumesthat extendedwell into the Indian River. Note that
mostArgos locations in the thermal plumes are obscured by VHF locations. Effluent
coordinates were determined from a digital NOAA coverage of the shoreline (scale=
1:40,000) (FloridaDepartmentof Environmental Protection 1998).
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Figure A-7. A "natural" warm-water refuge in the north fork ofthe SebastianRiver, Sebastian,
FL, showing visual observations (+) and Argos locations (LC3, bo) of taggedmanatees.
The portion ofthe waterway most frequented by manatees duringcool weather is a
dredged canal.
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Figure A-8. Site ofthe Vero Beach power plant discharge along the IndianRiver, Vero Beach,
FL, showing visual observations (+) and Argoslocations (LC3, ho) of tagged manatees.
Coordinates ofthe dischargesite (Y =3056824, X = 561273)were determined from a
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Figure A-9. Site ofthe HenryD. King municipalpower plant dischargealong the Indian River,
Ft. Pierce, FL,showingvisual observations (+) and Argos locations(LC3, t:.) of tagged
manatees. Coordinates ofthe discharge site (Y = 3036616,X = 566846)were
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Figure A-tO. Site of the FloridaPowerand Light RivieraBeach power plant along LakeWorth,
Riviera Beach,FL, showing visualobservations(+) and Argos locations (LC3, A) of
tagged manatees. Coordinates ofthe discharge site (Y = 2960644,X = 594374)were
determined froma digital NOAA coverageofthe shoreline (scale = 1:40,000) (Florida
Department of Environmental Protection 1998).
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Figure A-II. Sites of two FloridaPowerand Light power plantsin Port Everglades, FL(FPL-
PE) and Fort Lauderdale, FL(FPL-FL), showingvisual observations (+) and Argos
locations(LC3, t:.) oftaggedmanatees. Coordinates of the FPL-PE discharge site (Y =
2885319, X = 587427) were determinedfrom a digital NOAA coverage ofthe shoreline
(scale = 1:40,000) (FloridaDepartment ofEnvironmental Protection 1998). Coordinates
ofthe FPL-FL dischargesite (Y = 2883602,X = 580110) were determinedfrom
examinationofDOQQs at 3-m resolution with the aid of ground photographs and field
notes.
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Figure A-12. A "natural" warm-water refuge in the Coral Gables Waterway at the edgeof
BiscayneBay,Coral Gables, FL, showing visualobservations (+) andArgos locations













Appendix B. Tables showing the numberof days tracked (i.e., carryinga functioning radio-tag),
the number of dayslocated(by Argos or in the field), the number of warm-waterrefugia
used, the numberof regions in whichwarm-water sites were visited, the number of days
located at each warm-water refuge, and the number of days present at all warm-water
refugiaby region Thesevariables are tabulatedfor each individualby year (Tables B-1





Table B-1. Data for each radio-tagged manatee (N = 71) and year (November to March,n = 175 manatee-winters) on trackingeffort,
number ofwann-water refugiavisited, numberof regions (seeFig. 1) whererefugiawerevisited,and the number of daysat
refugia in each region.
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-Ol Dixie 1986-87 67 22 3 2 0 1 0 5
TBC-Ol Dixie 1987-88 66 60 3 2 0 2 0 12
TBC-03 Moon 1986-87 55 33 1 1 0 0 0 8
TBC-03 Moon 1987-88 144 110 6 3 0 11 10 19
TBC-03 Moon 1988-89 64 64 3 2 0 0 19 1
TBC-03 Moon 1989-90 72 61 5 3 0 15 2 21
TBC-03 Moon 1990-91 123 118 5 3 0 29 4 3
TBC-03 Moon 1991-92 72 56 2 2 0 0 1 9
TBC-03 Moon 1992-93 112 108 7 3 0 17 9 6
TBC-03 Moon 1993-94 114 102 2 2 0 0 3 14
TBC-04 Eclipse 1986-87 144 91 2 1 0 0 0 13
TBC-05 Gyro 1986-87 139 116 2 1 0 57 0 0





No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-05 Gyro 1988-89 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0
TBC-06 Moe 1987-88 152 74 2 1 0 33 0 0
TBC-06 Moe 1988-89 151 131 3 2 1 50 0 0
TBC-06 Moe 1989-90 16 16 2 1 0 2 0 0
TBC-06 Moe 1990-91 12 8 2 1 0 3 0 0
TBC-09 C-cow 1987-88 83 66 4 2 0 0 3 35
TBC-09 C-cow 1988-89 144 95 3 2 0 0 1 40
TBC-09 C-cow 1989-90 125 102 4 2 0 0 1 34
TBC-09 C-cow 1990-91 92 33 3 2 0 0 2 14
TBC-09 C-cow 1991-92 151 145 4 2 0 0 1 55
TBC-09 C-cow 1992-93 150 112 5 2 0 0 3 48
TBC-09 C-cow 1993-94 151 140 5 2 0 0 5 50
TBC-09 C-cow 1994-95 151 134 2 1 0 0 0 31
TBC-I0 Fran 1987-88 67 32 2 1 0 8 0 0




No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)l Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-ll Gloria 1987-88 59 26 2 1 0 9 0 0
TBC-12 Heike 1987-88 16 6 1 1 0 5 0 0
TBC-12 Heike 1988-89 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0
TBC-13 Irene 1987-88 136 77 3 2 0 22 0 2
TBC-13 Irene 1988-89 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
TBC-14 Jerome 1987-88 131 77 4 2 0 14 0 15
TBC-15 Karen 1987-88 135 73 2 1 0 37 0 0
TBC-15 Karen 1988-89 30 31 2 1 0 10 0 0
TBC-15 Karen 1989-90 15 13 2 1 0 12 0 0
TBC-16 Larry 1987-88 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBC-17 Madonna 1987-88 38 30 3 2 0 14 0 2
TBC-17 Madonna 1989-90 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
TBC-18 Leroy 1987-88 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBC-18 Leroy 1988-89 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0
TBC-18 Leroy 1989-90 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
-o\J\
Table B-1 (continued).
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-20 Ruth 1988-89 116 66 4 2 0 0 3 13
TBC-20 Ruth 1989-90 68 65 4 2 0 0 1 24
TBC-21 Willie 1988-89 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBC-21 Willie 1989-90 22 17 1 1 0 0 2 0
TBC-21 Willie 1990-91 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
TBC-23 Hillary 1988-89 2 3 1 1 2 0 0 0
TBC-23 Hillary 1989-90 55 55 3 2 5 23 0 0
TBC-23 Hillary 1990-91 133 45 4 2 5 14 0 0
TBC-23 Hillary 1991-92 152 149 4 2 46 56 0 0
TBC-23 Hillary 1996-97 24 24 1 1 7 0 0 0
TBC-23 Hillary 1997-98 123 121 3 2 43 25 0 0
TBC-24 Betty 1989-90 123 115 4 2 0 0 6 34
TBC-24 Betty 1990-91 144 91 4 2 0 0 2 32
TBC-24 Betty 1991-92 152 . 146 3 2 0 0 4 48
TBC-24 Betty 1992-93 151 139 4 2 0 0 2 59
-~
Table B-1 (continued).
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)1 Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-24 Betty 1993-94 150 128 7 3 0 11 3 37
TBC-24 Betty 1994-95 151 138 4 2 0 0 1 46
TBC-25 D-cow 1989-90 151 99 3 2 0 0 2 33
TBC-25 D-cow 1990-91 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBC-26 Peewee 1989-90 136 118 4 2 0 0 2 14
TBC-26 Peewee 1990-91 149 141 5 3 1 0 6 15
TBC-26 Peewee 1991-92 129 104 6 3 0 9 9 12
TBC-26 Peewee 1993-94 93 84 1 1 0 0 0 16
TBC-29 Casey 1990-91 151 53 2 1 0 16 0 0
TBC-29 Casey 1991-92 52 34 2 1 0 18 0 0
TBC-30 Maria 1990-91 119 52 2 1 0 27 0 0
TBC-31 Freddie 1990-91 151 55 2 1 0 33 0 0
TBC-31 Freddie 1991-92 152 135 2 1 0 73 0 0
TBC-32 Tomasina 1991-92 44 21 1 1 0 0 0 1





No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-32 Tomasina 1993-94 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBC-35 E-cow 1992-93 51 43 3 2 0 0 4 8
TBC-36 Sunshine 1992-93 151 131 3 1 0 0 36 0
TBC-36 Sunshine 1993-94 53 53 3 2 0 0 13 4
TBC-37 Pamela 1992-93 151 146 2 2 0 0 4 2
TBC-37 Pamela 1994-95 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
TBC-41 Scott 1994-95 100 97 2 1 0 44 0 0
TBC-42 Chessie 1994-95 79 70 2 1 0 0 0 8
TBC-42 Chessie 1995-96 40 39 2 2 1 0 0 4
TFK-Ol Manny 1993-94 151 137 0 0 0 0 0 0
TFK-02 Stan 1993-94 131 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
TFK-03 Ollie 1993-94 107 103 0 0 0 0 0 0
TFP-02 Ross 1990-91 145 142 2 2 0 0 2 2
TFP-02 Ross 1991-92 152 128 3 2 0 0 13 3
TFP-02 Ross 1992-93 151 144 2 2 0 0 4 9
-o00
Table B-1(continued).
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)1 Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TFP-03 Natalie 1991-92 36 35 2 2 0 0 I 2
TFP-03 Natalie 1992-93 II II 2 I 0 0 6 0
TFP-03 Natalie 1993-94 73 73 2 2 0 0 9 4
TFP-04 Sophia 1991-92 29 31 2 2 0 0 1 I
TFP-04 Sophia 1993-94 106 104 2 2 0 0 2 5
TFP-04 Sophia 1994-95 40 38 2 2 0 0 6 5
TFP-04 Sophia 1995-96 77 74 3 2 0 0 4 6
TFP-05 Lani 1991-92 152 147 3 2 0 0 12 15
TFP-05 Lani 1992-93 72 63 I 1 0 0 0 3
TFP-06 Vanna 1991-92 12 12 I I 0 0 7 0
TFP-06 Vanna 1992-93 151 141 3 2 0 0 45 II
TFP-06 Vanna 1993-94 104 94 3 2 0 0 4 7
TFP-06 Vanna 1994-95 57 10 2 2 0 0 3 2
TGA-Ol Mary 1989-90 151 . 151 4 3 3 44 13 0
TGA-02 Tory 1994-95 22 22 2 1 II 0 0 0
-oIC
Table B-1 (continued).
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TGA-02 Tory 1995-96 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
TGA-03 Marmontel 1994-95 22 22 2 1 11 0 0 0
TGA-03 Marmontel 1995-96 93 92 2 1 70 0 0 0
TGA-03 Marmontel 1996-97 87 64 1 1 44 0 0 0
TGA-04 Mercury 1995-96 20 19 2 1 8 0 0 0
TGA-04 Mercury 1996-97 151 134 4 2 49 5 0 0
TGA-04 Mercury 1997-98 10 10 1 1 4 0 0 0
TGA-05 Bailey 1996-97 15 14 1 1 1 0 0 0
TGA-05 Bailey 1997-98 151 133 3 2 1 38 0 0
TGA-06 Savannah 1996-97 15 15 1 1 1 0 0 0
TGA-07 GP 1996-97 15 14 2 1 6 0 0 0
TJX-Ol Connie 1990-91 126 73 6 4 1 30 1 4
TJX-Ol Connie 1991-92 73 57 6 3 0 13 2 14
TJX-02 Patience 1991-92 102 98 2 1 0 35 0 0




No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TJX-03 Freckles 1993-94 151 138 2 1 0 76 0 0
TMI-Ol Bob 1990-91 88 72 3 2 0 0 1 12
TMI-Ol Bob 1992-93 50 46 3 1 0 0 0 23
TMI-Ol Bob 1993-94 96 83 2 1 0 0 0 3
TMI-02 Fergie 1992-93 151 150 2 1 0 0 0 18
TMI-02 Fergie 1993-94 34 33 3 2 0 0 4 1
TMI-03 Clockwork 1993-94 49 45 1 1 0 0 0 4
TNC-Ol Diane 1986-87 21 5 2 2 1 1 0 0
TNC-OI Diane 1987-88 152 106 3 3 0 6 2 3
TNC-OI Diane 1989-90 104 101 4 3 0 4 1 12
TNC-OI Diane 1990-91 39 36 2 1 0 5 0 0
TNC-02 Jesse 1986-87 21 15 2 1 9 0 0 0
TNC-03 Tammy 1987-88 36 7 2 1 5 0 0 0
TNC-03 Tammy 1988-89 0 3 1 1 3 0 0 0





No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)1 Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TNC-03 Tammy 1996-97 24 24 2 1 3 0 0 0
TNC-04 Pat 1987-88 36 9 1 1 6 0 0 0
TNC-05 Roseanne 1988-89 73 33 2 1 30 0 0 0
TNC-06 Nancy 1988-89 73 41 2 1 8 0 0 0
TNC-06 Nancy 1990-91 42 21 3 2 2 0 0 5
TNC-07 Whitie 1988-89 16 6 2 1 4 0 0 0
TNC-08 George 1988-89 16 4 1 1 2 0 0 0
TNC-08 George 1989-90 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
TNC-09 Janatee 1994-95 20 20 1 1 5 0 0 0
TNC-09 Janatee 1995-96 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
TNC-I0 March 1994-95 20 20 2 1 7 0 0 0
TNC-lO March 1995-96 101 95 5 3 6 4 0 4
TNC-IO March 1996-97 151 148 3 2 1 41 0 0
TNC-ll Vale 1994-95 20 20 1 1 8 0 0 0




No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)1 Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TNC-12 Mossie 1996-97 85 53 2 2 2 6 0 0
TNC-12 Mossie 1997-98 17 16 2 1 0 4 0 0
TNC-13 Knicky 1996-97 26 25 1 1 10 0 0 0
TNC-13 Knicky 1997-98 151 141 8 4 22 3 5 38
TNC-14 Jeb 1996-97 26 26 2 1 6 0 0 0
TNC-14 Jeb 1997-98 66 64 1 1 43 0 0 0
TNC-15 Xena 1996-97 26 26 1 1 10 0 0 0
TNC-15 Xena 1997-98 110 104 5 2 26 24 0 0
TPE-Ol Spot 1988-89 58 47 2 2 0 0 8 2
TPE-Ol Spot 1989-90 101 89 2 2 0 0 5 12
TPE-Ol Spot 1990-91 144 87 2 2 0 0 1 52
TPE-Ol Spot 1991-92 127 76 1 1 0 0 0 28
TPE-Ol Spot 1992-93 149 126 3 2 0 0 4 45
TPE-Ol Spot 1993-94 122 . 101 1 1 0 0 0 39




No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name Year Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Duration of Days Refugia where
(days)' Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TPE-03 Sickle 1989-90 59 51 3 2 0 0 1 13
TPE-03 Sickle 1990-91 74 62 4 2 0 0 6 9
TPE-03 Sickle 1991-92 34 28 1 1 0 0 0 28
TPE-03 Sickle 1992-93 110 102 4 2 0 0 5 54
TPE-04 Susan 1990-91 151 147 2 1 0 48 0 0
TPE-Q4 Susan 1991-92 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
TRB-Ol Sonny 1991-92 48 46 2 2 0 0 4 1
TRB-Ol Sonny 1992-93 127 115 3 2 0 0 16 10
TRB-Ql Sonny 1993-94 151 120 3 2 0 0 2 7
TRB-Ol Sonny 1994-95 151 140 3 2 0 0 12 16
TRB-Ol Sonny 1995-96 152 145 2 2 0 0 12 15
TRB-Ql Sonny 1996-97 112 100 3 2 0 0 15 6




Table B-2. Data for each radio-tagged manatee (N = 71) and year (November to March, n = 175 manatee-winters) on the number ofdays at
each warm-water refuge and the number ofdays located outside of such refugia ("Away"). See footnote for abbreviations.
North Region North- South-Central South Region
central Region
Region
Id Name Year Kem GP Gilm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TBC-Ol Dixie 1986-87 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 16
TBC-Ol Dixie 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 8 0 0 46
TBC-03 Moon 1986-87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 25
TBC-03 Moon 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 9 1 0 5 14 0 0 71
TBC-03 Moon 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 1 0 0 1 0 0 44
TBC-03 Moon 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 13 2 0 0 1 20 0 0 24 ,
TBC-03 Moon 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 17 3 0 1 0 3 0 0 85
TBC-03 Moon 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 46
TBC-03 Moon 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 12 3 4 2 1 5 0 0 76
TBC-03 Moon 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 14 0 0 8S
TBC-04 Eclipse 1986-87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 12 0 0 78
TBC-05 Gyro 1986-87 0 0 0 0 0 0 52 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62
TBC-05 Gyro 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S
TBC-05 Gyro 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




Id Name Year Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TBC-06 Moe 1988-89 0 0 0 0 1 0 14 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 86
TBC-06 Moe 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
TBC-06 Moe 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
TBC-09 C-cow 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 13 22 0 28
TBC-09 C-cow 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 13 27 0 54
TBC-09 C-cow 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 32 1 0 67
TBC-09 C-cow 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 12 2 0 17
TBC-09 C-cow 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 42 12 0 90
TBC-09 C-cow 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 33 14 0 62
TBC-09 C-cow 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 21 23 0 85
TBC-09 C-cow 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 21 0 103
TBC-IO Fran 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25
TBC-IO Fran 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
TBC-ll Gloria 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
TBC-12 Heike 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TBC-12 Heike 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBC-13 Irene 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 9 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 53
TBC-13 Irene 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




Id Name Year Kem GP Gilm JS JEA JEA oue FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL eGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR ee RIV RB PE FL
mC-15 Karen 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37
mC-15 Karen 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21
mC-15 Karen 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
mC-16 Larry 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
mC-17 Madonna 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 11 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 16
TBC-17 Madonna 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
mC-18 Leroy 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TBC-18 Leroy 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mC-18 Leroy 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
TBC-20 Ruth 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 I 12 0 0 50
TBC-20 Ruth 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 19 4 0 40
TBC-21 Willie 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TBC-21 Willie 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 15
TBC-21 Willie 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
TBC-23 Hillary 1988-89 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
mC-23 Hillary 1989-90 0 0 0 0 S 0 4 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31
TBC-23 Hillary 1990-91 0 0 3 2 0 0 11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26
mC-23 Hillary 1991-92 0 0 44 2 0 0 40 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55




Id Name Year Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TBC-23 Hillary 1997-98 0 0 43 0 0 0 8 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57
TBC-24 Betty 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 28 0 6 75
TBC-24 Betty 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 22 0 10 57
TBC-24 Betty 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 14 0 34 94
TBC-24 Betty 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 35 1 23 79
TBC-24 Betty 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 2 1 0 1 16 0 20 77
TBC-24 Betty 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 15 0 30 91
TBC-25 D-cow 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 16 17 0 64
TBC-25 D-cow 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
TBC-26 Peewee 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 13 0 0 102
TBC-26 Peewee 1990-91 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 2 2 13 0 0 119
TBC-26 Peewee 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 8 0 1 2 10 0 0 76
TBC-26 Peewee 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 68
TBC-29 Casey 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37
TBC-29 Casey 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16
TBC-30 Maria 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25
TBC-31 Freddie 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22
TBC-31 Freddie 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68




Id Name Year Kem GP Gilm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TBC-32 Tomasina 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
TBC-32 Tomasina 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
TBC-35 E-cow 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 8 0 0 31
TBC-36 Sunshine 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 17 4 0 0 0 0 95
TBC-36 Sunshine 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 1 4 0 0 0 36
TBC-37 Pamela 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 140
TBC-37 Pamela 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
TBC-41 Scott 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56
TBC-42 Cbessie 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 62
TBC-42 Chessie 1995-96 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 34
TFK-Ol Manny 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 137
TFK-02 Stan 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 III
TFK-03 Ollie 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 103
TFP-02 Ross 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 138
TFP-02 Ross 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 1 0 3 0 0 0 112
TFP-02 Ross 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 9 0 0 0 131
TFP-03 Natalie 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 32
TFP-03 Natalie 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 6




Id Name Year Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA oue FPL SEB VB FtP FPL FPL FPL eGW Away
BR FB KN SS IR ee RIV RB PE FL
TFP-04 Sophia 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 29
TFP-04 Sophia 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 97
TFP-04 Sophia 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 0 0 0 27
TFP-04 Sophia 1995-96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 1 0 0 64
TFP-05 Lani 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 15 0 0 120
TFP-05 Lani 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 60
TFP-06 Vanna 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 5
TFP-06 Vanna 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 41 0 11 0 0 85
TFP-06 Vanna 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 3 0 0 83
TFP-06 Vanna 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 5
TGA-Ol Mary 1989-90 0 0 3 0 0 0 10 34 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 92
TGA-02 Tory 1994-95 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
TGA-02 Tory 1995-96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TGA-03 Marmontel 1994-95 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
TGA-03 Marmontel 1995-96 0 0 1 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23
TGA-03 Marmontel 1996-97 0 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18
TGA-04 Mercury 1995-96 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
TGA-04 Mercury 1996-97 0 8 0 41 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81
TGA-04 Mercury 1997-98 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
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Table B-2 (continued).
Id Name Year Kem GP Gilm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TGA-05 Bailey 1996-97 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
TGA-05 Bailey 1997-98 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
TGA-06 Savannah 1996-97 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
TGA-07 GP 1996-97 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
TJX-Ol Connie 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 1 23 7 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 37
TJX-Ol Connie 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 3 1 0 1 2 12 0 0 30
TJX-02 Patience 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 69
TJX-02 Patience 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 42
TJX-03 Freckles 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 71
TMI-Ol Bob 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 11 0 0 59
TMI-Ol Bob 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 17 23
TMI-Ol Bob 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 80
TMI-02 Fergie 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 14 132
TMI-02 Fergie 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 28
TMI-03 Clockwork 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 41
TNC-Ol Diane 1986-87 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-Ol Diane 1987-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 95
TNC-Ol Diane 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 12 0 0 84




Id Name Year Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TNC-02 Jesse 1986-87 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
TNC-03 Tammy 1987-88 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-03 Tammy 1988-89 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TNC-03 Tammy 1995-96 0 1 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
TNC-03 Tammy 1996-97 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21
TNC-04 Pat 1987-88 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-05 Roseanne 1988-89 0 0 29 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-06 Nancy 1988-89 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33
TNC-06 Nancy 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 14
TNC-07 Whitie 1988-89 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TNC-08 George 1988-89 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TNC-08 George 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TNC-09 Janatee 1994-95 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
TNC-09 Janatee 1995-96 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TNC-I0 March 1994-95 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
TNC-lO March 1995-96 0 0 1 5 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 81
TNC-I0 March 1996-97 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 110
TNC-11 Vale 1994-95 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
TNC-12 Mossie 1995-96 0 8 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
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Table B-2 (continued).
Id Name Year Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TNC-12 Massie 1996-97 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45
TNC-12 Massie 1997-98 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
TNC-13 Knicky 1996-97 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
TNC-13 Knicky 1997-98 22 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 1 37 0 0 73
TNC-14 Jeb 1996-97 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20
TNC-14 Jeb 1997-98 0 0 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21
TNC-15 Xena 1996-97 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16
TNC-15 Xena 1997-98 0 0 24 0 1 1 2 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56
TPE-ol Spot 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 2 0 0 37
TPE-Ol Spot 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 12 0 0 72
TPE-Ol Spot 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 52 0 0 34
TPE-Ol Spot 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 48
TPE-Ol Spot 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 45 0 0 77
TPE-Ol Spot 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 0 62
TPE-02 Fireball 1988-89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 36
TPE-03 Sickle 1989-90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 10 0 0 37
TPE-03 Sickle 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 9 0 0 47
TPE-03 Sickle 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0
TPE-03 Sickle 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 53 0 0 43
-NW
Table B-2 (continued).
Id Name Year Kem GP Gilm JS JEA JEA oue FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL eGW Away
DR FB KN SS IR ee RIV RB PE FL
TPE-04 Susan 1990-91 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 104
TPE-04 Susan 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TRB-Ol Sonny 1991-92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 41
TRB-Ol Sonny 1992-93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 10 0 0 0 89
TRB-Ol Sonny 1993-94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 7 0 0 0 111
TRB-Ol Sonny 1994-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 16 0 0 0 112
TRB-Ol Sonny 1995-96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 15 0 0 0 118
TRB-Ol Sonny 1996-97 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 14 6 0 0 0 79
NOTE: Abbreviations are as follows: CGW= CoralGablesWaterway; FPL-CC = FloridaPowerand LightCanaveral powerplant;
FPL-FL = FloridaPowerand LightFortLauderdale powerplant;FPL-PE = FloridaPowerand LightPort Everglades power plant;FPL-RB =
FloridaPowerand LightRivieraBeachpowerplant;FtP = HenryD. KingMuncipal powerplant in FortPierce, FL; Gilm= GilmanPaper
Co. pulp mill; GP-BR = Georgia Pacific pulp mill in Brunswick, GA;JEA-KN = Jacksonville ElectricAuthority Kennedy powerplant (also
includes the adjacent Jefferson-Smurfit Corp. pulp mill in Jacksonville); JEA-SS = Jacksonville Electric Authority Southside power plant;
JS-FB = Jefferson-Smurfit Corp. pulp mill in Fernandina Beach,FL; Kern= Kemiragypsum plant; OUC-IR = OrlandoUtilitiesCommission
IndianRiver powerplant;SEBRIV = north fork of Sebastian River; and VB = VeroBeach powerplant.
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Table B-3. Data for 71 radio-tagged manatees over their entire tracking periods on winter tracking effort (November to March),
number ofwarm-water refugia visited, number ofregions (see Fig. 1) where refugia were visited, and the number ofdays at
refugia in each region.
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name No. of Tracking Total No. No.WW Regio.-s
Winters Duration of Days Refugia where
Trackedl (days) Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-Ol Dixie 2 133 82 4 2 0 3 0 17
TBC-03 Moon 8 756 652 7 3 0 72 48 81
TBC-04 Eclipse 1 144 91 2 1 0 0 0 13
TBC-05 Gyro 2 (3) 142 123 2 1 0 58 0 0
TBC-06 Moe 4 331 229 3 2 1 88 0 0
TBC-09 C-cow 8 1047 827 6 2 0 0 16 307
TBC-to Fran 1 (2) 67 33 3 2 0 8 0 1
TBC-l1 Gloria 1 59 26 2 1 0 9 0 0
TBC-12 Heike 1 (2) 16 8 1 1 0 7 0 0
TBC-13 Irene 1 (2) 136 78 3 2 0 23 0 2
TBC-14 Jerome 1 131 77 4 2 0 14 0 15
TBC-15 Karen 3 180 117 2 1 0 59 0 0
TBC-16 Larry 1 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table B-3 (continued).
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name No. of Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Winters Duration of Days Refugia where
Tracked l (days) Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-17 Madonna 1 (2) 38 31 3 2 0 14 0 3
TBC-18 Leroy 1 (3) 2 5 1 1 0 2 0 0
TBC-20 Ruth 2 184 131 5 2 0 0 4 37
TBC-21 Willie 1 (3) 22 19 2 2 0 0 2 1
TBC-23 Hillary 6 489 397 6 2 108 118 0 0
TBC-24 Betty 6 871 757 9 3 0 11 18 256
TBC-25 D-cow 2 163 103 3 2 0 0 2 33
TBC-26 Peewee 4 507 447 7 4 1 9 17 57
TBC-29 Casey 2 203 87 2 1 0 34 0 0
TBC-30 Maria 1 119 52 2 1 0 27 0 0
TBC-31 Freddie 2 303 190 2 1 0 106 0 0
TBC-32 Tomasina 2 (3) 54 31 1 1 0 0 0 1
TBC-35 E-cow 1 51 43 3 2 0 0 4 8
TBC-36 Sunshine 2 204 184 4 2 0 0 49 4
TBC-37 Pamela 1 (2) 151 147 2 2 0 0 4 3
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Table B-3 (continued).
No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name No. of Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Winters Duration ofDays Refugia where
Tracked' (days) Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TBC-41 Scott 1 100 97 2 1 0 44 0 0
TBC-42 Chessie 2 119 109 3 2 1 0 0 12
TFK-Ol Manny 1 151 137 0 0 0 0 0 0
TFK-02 Stan 1 131 III 0 0 0 0 0 0
TFK-03 Ollie 1 107 103 0 0 0 0 0 0
TFP-02 Ross 3 448 414 3 2 0 0 19 14
TFP-03 Natalie 3 120 119 3 2 0 0 16 6
TFP-04 Sophia 4 252 247 3 2 0 0 13 17
TFP-05 Lani 2 224 210 3 2 0 0 12 18
TFP-06 Vanna 4 324 257 4 2 0 0 59 20
TGA-Ol Mary 1 151 151 4 3 3 44 13 0
TGA-02 Tory 1 (2) 22 23 2 1 11 0 0 0
TGA-03 Mannontel 3 202 178 3 1 125 0 0 0
TGA-04 Mercury 3 181 . 163 4 2 61 5 0 0




No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name No. of Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Winters Duration of Days Refugia where
Tracked! (days) Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TOA-06 Savannah 1 15 15 I 1 1 0 0 0
TOA-07 OP 1 15 14 2 1 6 0 0 0
TJX-Ol Connie 2 199 130 7 4 1 43 3 18
TJX-02 Patience 2 156 146 4 3 0 35 2 4
TJX-03 Freckles I 151 138 2 1 0 76 0 0
TMI-Ol Bob 3 234 201 4 2 0 0 1 38
TMI-02 Fergie 2 185 183 4 2 0 0 4 19
TMI-03 Clockwork I 49 45 1 1 0 0 0 4
TNC-Ol Diane 4 316 248 6 4 1 16 3 15
TNC-02 Jesse 1 21 15 2 I 9 0 0 0
TNC-03 Tammy 3 (4) 80 52 4 I 18 0 0 0
TNC-04 Pat 1 36 9 1 1 6 0 0 0
TNC-05 Roseanne 1 73 33 2 I 30 0 0 0
TNC-06 Nancy 2 115 62 5 2 10 0 0 5





No. No. Days at WW Refugia by Region
Id Name No. of Tracking Total No. No.WW Regions
Winters Duration of Day8 Refugia where
Trackedt (days) Located Visited Refugia North North- South- South
Visited Central Central
TNC-08 George 1 (2) 16 5 1 1 2 0 0 0
TNC-09 Janatee 1 (2) 20 21 1 1 6 0 0 0
TNC-lO March 3 272 263 5 3 14 45 0 4
TNC-l1 Vale 1 20 20 1 1 8 0 0 0
TNC-12 Mossie 3 121 88 4 2 15 lO 0 0
TNC-13 Knicky 2 177 166 9 4 32 3 5 38
TNC-14 Jeb 2 92 90 2 1 49 0 0 0
TNC-15 Xena 2 136 130 6 2 36 24 0 0
TPE-Ol Spot 6 701 526 4 2 0 0 18 178
TPE-02 Fireball 1 45 41 1 1 0 0 0 5
TPE-03 Sickle 4 277 243 5 2 0 0 12 104
TPE-04 Susan 1 (2) 151 148 2 1 0 49 0 0
TRB-Ol Sonny 6 741 666 3 2 0 0 61 55
1 Thenumber in parentheses includes winters in whichthe manatee wassightedwearing a belt but was not carrying a functioning
radio-tag.
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Table B-4. Data for 71 radio-tagged manatees over their entire trackingperiodson the numberof daysat each warm-water refuge and the
number of days locatedoutsideofsuch refugia("Away"). See footnote for abbreviations.
North Region North- South-Central South Region
central Region
Region
Id Name No. of Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
WintersI DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TBC-Ol Dixie 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 8 9 0 0 62
TBC-03 Moon 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 48 39 6 3 7 74 0 0 456
TBC-04 Eclipse 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 12 0 0 78
TBC-05 Gyro 2 (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 53 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68
TBC-06 Moe 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 23 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 146
TBC-09 C-cow 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 9 3 3 182 122 0 506
TBC-lO Fran 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 25
TBC-11 Gloria 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17
TBC-12 Heike 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TBC-13 Irene 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 9 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 53
TBC-14 Jerome I 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 II 0 0 0 0 6 9 0 48
TBC-15 Karen 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60
TBC-16 Larry I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TBC-17 Madonna 1(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 11 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 16
TBC-18 Leroy 1 (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
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Table B-4 (continued).
Id Name No. of Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA OUC FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL CGW Away
Winters l DR FB KN SS IR CC RIV RB PE FL
TBC-20 Ruth 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 I 2 31 4 0 90
TBC-2I Willie 1(3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 0 0 0 16
TBC-23 Hillary 6 0 7 92 4 5 0 63 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 188
TBC-24 Betty 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 II I 6 2 130 I 123 473
TBC-25 D-cow 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 16 17 0 68
TBC-26 Peewee 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 7 13 0 4 5 52 0 0 365
TBC-29 Casey 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S3
TBC-30 Maria 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25
TBC-31 Freddie 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 77 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 90
TBC-32 Tomasina 2 (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 30
TBC-35 E-cow 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 8 0 0 31
TBC-36 Sunshine 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 29 5 4 0 0 0 131
TBC-37 Pamela 1(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 140
TBC-41 Scott 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56
TBC-42 Chessie 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 96
TFK-Ol Manny 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 137
TFK-Q2 Stan 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 111
TFK-Q3 Ollie I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 103




Id Name No.of Kem GP GUm JS JEA JEA oue FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL eGW Away
Winters! DR FB KN SS IR ee RIV RB PE FL
TFP-03 Natalie 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 5 6 0 0 0 98
TFP-04 Sophia 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 16 1 0 0 217
TFP-05 Lani 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 18 0 0 180
TFP-06 Vanna 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 55 4 16 0 0 178
TGA-Ol Mary 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 10 34 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 92
TGA-02 Tory 1 (2) 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
TGA-03 Marmontel 3 0 1 1 123 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 52
TGA-04 Mercury 3 0 9 0 52 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 98
TGA-05 Bailey 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 109
TGA-06 Savannah 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
TGA-07 GP 1 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
TJX-Ol Connie 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 33 10 1 0 2 3 15 0 0 67
TJX-02 Patience 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 23 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 111
TJX-03 Freckles 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 71
TMI-Ol Bob 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 18 0 18 162
TMI-02 Fergie 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 5 0 14 160
TMl-03 Clockwork 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 41
TNC-Ol Diane 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 10 2 0 1 0 15 0 0 213
TNC-02 Jesse 1 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
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Table B-4 (continued).
Id Name No. of Kem GP Gilm JS JEA JEA oue FPL SED VB FtP FPL FPL FPL eGW Away
Wintersl DR FB KN SS IR ee RIV RB PE FL
TNC-03 Tammy 3 (4) 0 2 7 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35
TNC-04 Pat 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-05 Roseanne 1 0 0 29 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-06 Nancy 2 0 0 5 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 47
TNC-07 Whitie 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TNC-08 George 1 (2) 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
TNC-09 Janatee 1 (2) 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
TNC-I0 March 3 0 0 7 7 0 0 8 37 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 205
TNC-ll Vale 1 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
TNC-12 Mossie 3 0 8 0 7 0 0 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 63
TNC-13 Knicky 2 22 0 0 10 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 1 37 0 0 88
TNC-14 Jeb 2 0 0 44 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41
TNC-15 Xena 2 0 0 24 10 1 1 2 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72
TPE-Ol Spot 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 3 5 0 178 0 0 330
TPE-02 Fireball 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 36
TPE-03 Sickle 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 3 4 100 0 0 127
TPE-04 Susan 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 104
TRB-Ol Sonny 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 57 55 0 0 0 550
1 The numberin parentheses includeswinters in whichthe manateewas sightedwearinga belt but was not carryinga functioning radio-tag.
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Table 8-4 (continued).
NOTE: Abbreviations are as follows: CGW= CoralGables Waterway; FPL-CC = Florida PowerandLight Canaveral powerplant;
FPL-FL = Florida Power andLightFortLauderdale powerplant; FPL-PE =FloridaPowerandLight PortEverglades powerplant; FPL-RB =
Florida PowerandLight Riviera Beachpowerplant; FtP=Henry D. KingMuncipal powerplant in Ft.Pierce,FL; Gilm=Gilman PaperCo.
pulpmill; GP-BR = Georgia Pacificpulpmill in Brunswick, GA;JEA-KN = Jacksonville Electric Authority Kennedy powerplant (also
includes the adjacent Jefferson-Smurfit Corp. pulpmill in Jacksonville); JEA-SS = Jacksonville Electric Authority Southside powerplant;
JS-FB = Jefferson-Smurfit Corp. pulpmill in Fernandina Beach, FL; Kern =Kemiragypsum plant; OUC-IR =Orlando Utilities Commission
Indian Riverpower plant; SEBRIV = northforkof Sebastian River; and VB= VeroBeachpowerplant.
